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P R E F A C E
The witcr bas attempted to shonr in thie thesis hoe the sclntillatlan 
counter may be used for the measurement of short time intervals in nuclear 
physics and hcmv this technique m y  be applied to the stu^ of positron 
annihilation.
In the first section, the signlfieanoe and the ooourrence of short 
lifetimes in the general field of nuclear pities is briefly surveyed,
Mid the general rasthods of measuring short time Intervals are discussed.
K more detailed study is made of positron annihilation. The material of 
this section is drasn mainly from the literature.
Peotion two oonsiats of the analysis leading to the design of a 
lelayed coineidenoe i^ pparatus using scintillation counters. The design 
und oonetruotion of the author's apparatus are described and evidence of 
Its perfotrnanoe is presented and discussed The analysis and designs 
vhieh are presented here are generally original though their basic prin­
ciples are not.
In section three are described t>« experimental investigations of 
the lifetimes of positrons in solids. The matter here is original, all 
the eo%4c having been carried out solely by the author vte was also respons­
ible for t!ie interpretation of the results.
ruction four describes the experimental investigation of the spectrum 
sf annihilation -rays from positrons annihilating in freon and ooygem. 
fhls work was carried out in collaboration with Nr. G. If. Lewis who had 
the major responsibility for the experimental work. The interpretation
and discussion vmrQ shared equally by us.
Work done by the writer in the field of -ray speotroscopy using 
rclntillation counters and a pulse amplitude analyser is presented in 
Appendix I. The study of was initiated by Nr. D. Dixon who sug­
gested the application of scintillation counter techniques. The scintil­
lation counter measurements were made by the writer. In ^^ >pendiz II 
the final circuits of the coincidence units are shown by diagrams.
Thanks are due to Professor P. I. Dee, Dr. S, C. Curran and 
Nr, G. N« Lewis for their interest in this work. Professor J. C. Gunn 
and Dr. C. A. P. %llie for helpful discussions on points of theory and 
the technical staff of the laboratory for their co-operation.
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S E C T I O N  I
GKNSRAL INTROBXTTKW
C H A P T E R  I
The historlc importance of study of the time flcpenctono» of raiolear 
prooeasea and a survey of tbose which might be of short duration.
If was not long after the discovery of Radioactivity by Beoquerel 
in 1896 that the transient and time dependent nature of many radio-active 
pliencmena vas appreciated. The study of this aspect of ^ie subject has, 
over and over again, proved fjruitfUl for our understanding of nuclear pro­
cesses. In recent years, iim introduction of new techniques has made 
possible the extension of these studies to events of very short duration, 
and a new field of investigation has thereby been opened up.
The fundamental lavs of Radio-active change vere deduced by Rutherford 
and Soddy in 1902 from their studies of the thorium emanation and its active 
deposit. In their words the activity in each case diminishes regu­
larly with the lapse of time, the intensity of radiation at each instant 
being proportional to the amount of energy remainipg to be radiated."
These authors tiien formulate this law in its well-known mathematical form 
and go on to explain the more complex cases of growtli and decay of activity 
encountered in their experiments.
From the laws for large numbers of atoms, Ruiherford postulated the 
law for an individual atom in terms of probability. He proposed that for 
each species of radio-active atom, there was a constant probability per unit 
time of disintegration. The reciprocal of this quantity can readily be 
shoim to be the "mecui life" of an atom.
After 'ttie discoveries of Rutherford, the mean life became one of the 
most inportant characterising properties of a radio-active species and the
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laeaffurement of the vexlAtion of activity «Itii time wee ooe of the most 
powerful toohniqoes in the unravelling of the natural ro^io*active aeries.
The relationship of naan life to other guantitiee.
iiven within the relatively limited field of the natural radio-elements 
idii^ asit ^ -psrtioleB, the msgnitudee of the mean lives enocuntered vary 
Apcm 1*3 z 10^^ years in the osee of Thorium, to } x 10*^ s. for Th#0^.
]3ds would seem to indioate a large variation in the degree of inetsMUty 
of active nuclei.
It vms found by Geiger, (1910), that the ok -psrtiolee from a perticular 
material had a definite range in natter. Hero was anolter raeeeure of 
nuclear instability. Geiger and NUttal (1911) related the range of the 
Qk-psrtlole and the mean life of tiie emitting nucleus by an empirical cacpcee- 
sioB
log ^  a» A ♦ B log R 'X » 1!Jsan life
R # Range 
A, B » Constants
A theoretical esplanation of this law by Games (1928) «as the first suooess- 
fül spplioatiGn of quantum mechanics to nuclear physics. Gamow'e expression 
(see page 0 ) depends strongly on U m  nuclear radius. Consequently, a 
measurement of the mean life of an ck -emitting melsus gives a value for 
this important quantity. There are many other eacanylBa of similar relation­
ships of the mean life to fundamental properties of ouelei. In^-decey 
Urn product of the lifetime and a funoticn of the maximum energy Wiould 
have a constant value «hlch indicates the degree of fcntiâdennsas. This
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constant also is a measure of the magnitude of ths^ -nuoison coupling con­
stant. Similarly, tbs ssan lives of mesons indioate the slasngth of meson 
interaotioos. The lOQg mean llfs of some ouolear Isoamps drew attention to 
emission of X-rays by hd^^r onltipdLas (Von tfeissaKdœr, 1936 .
In all these fields the measurement of mean life has been a most valuahls 
tool. The measurements refeired to hove, in the main, been made by observing 
the change in activity with lapse of tiae, the Intervals being long enou^ to 
be measured with a elook or stop-satob, Has methods of timing have made it
possible to study processes of very euoh shorter duration idiexe the time Inter-
•10vale may be as short as 10 s. It would be of interest to oasider «hat 
molsar and fundamental partiels prooesses ed^t have short mean lives.
Before discussing partioular esmnplew of prooesses which might have short 
mean lives, ttiere are some general relationships that are important heze.
Any quantum œclmunioal system is desoribed by an eigenfünotion, idioee eigen­
values give the energy states of the system. For stable systems, these 
eigenvalues are definite or "sharpF, when there is a finite probability of 
decay Ibis is represented by a tins dependent exponential term in iStm eigen- 
fbnetioo, shioh gives rise to an "unoertaintaT in A s  eigenvalues. The mean 
width of ^  enezgy uncertainty of the state, denoted by P  , is zslated to the 
mean lift X  by the equation
P  X  »  ^ % Planck's constant2TV
Data, a state having a mean life of lOT^^s, has a mean width of about 
4 % 10"^ e.v.
- 3 •
The probability of decay per unit ttma. %  , la equal to
^  ^ _ V\\
a"vr
If a state can deo%^ la several altomative ways whioh have respectively 
probabilities  ^ \  ^  ^ then ^  total probability
per unit tine of decay is \  = X  \  ^ \   ^ ##.#..
Thus, the total width of the state Is the sum of the partial widths for 
the various modes of decay. In any experinent, it is total width of 
the state which we will measure. The partial widttis may be found flrcn 
the relative intensities of the vwrioiis modes of daoay.
^kidlear and Pündsœntal P a rtie ls  proeseses o f W bat jharation.
There are a great many time dependent nuclear poroesssee. Natural and 
artifieial radlo-eleneats emit d and partioles and de-ezolts with the 
CEsissioa of Vreys. The oompound nuolsus, the intemediate state in 
nudear reactions, is known to emit neutrons, protons and o^mr ohazged 
pertlo3ss. All the known mesons decay spontaneously into other species. 
Eleotromsgnetlo interaotioos of ^ -rays with charged particles have inter- 
oedi&te eta tes of finite durations. Positrons in matter annihilate with 
electrons producing two or more photons. Short lifetimes could be associ­
ated with many of these processes and their expected magnitudw will now 
be discussed briefly.
rKiclei nay be found in either their ground or in one of a series of 
excitsd states. The first excited states of li^t nuclei H e  abait 1 ^«e«v. 
above the ground state, while for heavy maolei, the first level (A, Bohr
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and Mottelson, 1931) may be only a few tens of kilovolts above tiie lowest 
state. In heavy nuclei, and with excitation energy of the order of 8 M.e.v., 
levels are about 1 e.v. apart.
When the exaltation energy of a nucleus is less than the separation 
of any nucleon or group of nucleons, the state can decay only be^  
the emission of eleotrcznagnetic radiation. When sufficient energy is 
available, the emission of heavy partioles and -rays respectively are 
coc^titlve prooesses.
If a bouAarding particle enters a nucleus, the strong interaction 
between nucleons rapidly causes its binding energy and kinetic energy to be 
shared among the nucleons, and tiie resulting ccogKJund nucleus (Bcte 1936) 
"forgets" how it was formed. Except for its high degree of excitation,
Uev for proton or neutron CEq>ture), it does not differ from an ordinary 
nucleus. This nucleus is energetically unstable. A more stable configura­
tion may always be reached by the emission of particles or X-rays.
Such a nucleus has a finite lifetime due to two factors. Firstly, 
for a particle to be emitted it must, in the random collision processes 
within the nucleus, acquire an appreciable fraction of the energy of excita­
tion. Secondly, such a nucleon is prevented from leaving the nucleus by 
a potential barrier for idiich there is only a definite probability of pene- 
tration. For ohazged partioles the high coulomb barrier makes this proba­
bility small. The emission of particles wi^ spin is inhibited by the 
centrifugal barrier and all partioles may be reflected at the change of 
potential.
Blatt and Weisskapf^ (Theoretical Nuclear Physios, page 389) give the 
fornula
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\ k p wave nuf.^ r of the oarticlo^  \ outside the nucleus
K =• wave number of the particle inside t!:e nucleus
» penetrability of oentrifugal or ooulocsl) barrier.
i' ÎP average spacin^ ; between levels of tîie same spin and parity.
TlkC first bracket represents the probability of emission of a particle witli 
suitable energy, the second represents the frequency with which this energy 
is ccHioentratod on one portiole.
For a neutron of 20 ev. and V 10 ev., the moan life of neutron ©cdo- 
si on is about 10'"^ s^, Per hif^r onergios tlie lifetirje is correspondingly 
shorter. For protons of 3 f-ov, diannel energy, tlie mean liffe will exceed 
that for a correctxjnding neutron by a factor of i»0. (Z 20, see Blatt and 
sfeisskop% p. 363).
In competition with these nrooesses, X-rays nay be orltted. life-
tir e for ecdsuion rf \ -rays such cs those following neutron capture is ceti-
«•1 pmated to be about 10* s. Thus tia mean life of the coonounii mclerus oonnot 
be ±©oo than this.
In a number of heavy nuclei, the separation energy of and-partlcie is 
negative and tsiese particles may be enltted from Hie ground state. Ho com­
peting processes arc present in this crse. leoow (192 8) calculated Hie 
ecd6;::ion probaMlity bore and found
= \ O Q. ^ where
Z p nuclear djarge
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B a» charge of omittod parti ole
b =» width of the potential barrier for a particle with
oner-y E 
R nuclear radius
Witn a suitable value of R this fcaxula gives the correct order of mag­
nitude of Tv for a very wide range of cleoente. Asxmgpt the heavy nuclei 
the ohortost lived ck-onlttcr Is ThC^  which has a mean life of 3 z 10*^ s. 
(Dunworth 1939). T!ie ocer^ cxf ck -particles froci the groun3 state of this 
nucleus is [qpeator than those from, tlie ground state of any other nucleus.
This is theroforc lilmly to be the shortest :i©an-lifo that moy bo found
moongBt the heavy -emitters. In Hie light elements however the los? poten-
6tial barrier of the Ije leads one to expect a mean life in the region of
T!ie eadosion of V -rays.
X -rays are emitted when a nucleus goes from a higher to a lovier oneixy 
level. For tiie purpose of calculation the nucleus is considered as an osoil- 
latipc system of darjcs and currents and its radiation expressed oo Hie cua 
of a scries of electric and magnetic rrultipdes. Angular momentun and parity 
selection rules determine Hie lowest aultipole ozder Hint iiay contribute.
For oloctrlo transitions with a of energy E and of angular ncoen-
tum 1; riatt and 4eisokopfTgive (p. 627)
\ _ U' W
R t* nuclear radius in urdts of 10"^ ’^oci 
Tills fort ula is dedr.oed on the basis of tlie independent particle model of the
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nucleus. %  Taries rapidly with 1. For E about 200-kev and R ■ 6 z 10“^  cm
changes ty 10^ for a unit change in 1.
The corresponding magnetic transitions are less probable by a factor of 
about 1,000. A transition of energy 200 kev and 1 « 1 i.e. electric dipole
would have a mean life of 5 z lO'^^s., while corresponding magnetic dipole or
electric quadrupole transitions would have mean lives of about 5 x IXT^s., 
and 5 x 10“^ s. respectively. The wide spacing of the lifetimes for the 
various transition types leads one to hope that a measurement of X -ray mean 
lives in this energy region would lead to the assignment of spins and parities, 
Internal conversion
For transitions with energies below a few hundred kilovolts orbital 
electron capture conpetes strongly with the emission of X -rays and the mean 
lives of these states are therefore reduced. The ratio of the number of 
conversion electrons to the number of corres]pondlng X -rays, 1. e,, the conver­
sion ooefficient, increases with s and 1 and decreases with E. The order of 
magnitude of the moan life for this process is seldom more than an order of 
magnitude different from that for X -ray emission in the region where it is 
important.
^ -Ray Emission
The lifetime of a -emitting state decreases slowly with increasing 
transition energy. The ^ -particles of Li® have an energy limit of 12-Mcv. 
(Lewis, Burcham end Cliang 1937) end a corresponding mean life of O.Hs.
Hence it is unlikely that ^  -emitting states with lifetimesof leas than 10“®s 
will exist. Due, however, to the slow variation of transition probability 
with transition energy, daughter nuclei are frequently formed in their lower 
excited states. This fact has greatly facilitated the study of the mean
lives of sucli states against de-excitation.
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Electramagnetic and Other Processes
Flootro-iiagrietio '^roccsoes, e#^ ., Compton effect, proceed through inter­
mediate states. The lntezr;fidlatc state in the KleizW^ishina tzeatjcnt of the 
COGpton effect has a lifetlroe of about 10 ^s., while on the alternative H aotj 
of Bohr and Kraiier the thues cf appeara oe of electron and scattered quan­
tum arc unrelated.
It is not proposed to discuss meson lifetimes furH^r Htan to note how 
closely they are grouped within a few orders of cagiiitudc of 10*^ s^.
The lifetimBB predicted by eleotro-magoetic Hieory for positrons range
-9 •?frcxn about 10 s. for solids to 10 s, for gases on the sinqplest Hieory. The
ca^^tudos to be expected depend greatly on the pliysieal assumptiona made and 
their oorrcctness verified by experiment. This subject will however be dis- 
ousaed in more detail in Chapter TI.
In Chapter VI we shall see Hxat, using scintillation ccuntors, lifetimes 
of the order of 10 may be measured. Prom the above discussions we see
that two prooesoes other than Hie decay of mesons have lifetimes of this order 
unoGmplicatcd by muc&i faster coripeting processes. The first is the émission 
of X-rays fros; the loner excited states of micdei, the second the annihilation 
of positrons in solids.
States having a measurable lifetime for the omission of X'-rays are to be 
expected among st the isotopes of medii&L and lieav^f nuclei and ere most simply 
reac^ ied (from an experimental point of view) by the decay of ^ -active isotopes. 
Many of the latter have half-lives of one day or less and it was felt that 
sudi studiec could liest be pursued where a pile was available.
Although Borjo I0.7 lying levels proluccd in H.T. set reactions were thought 1
goto warrant study, e.g., the 30 keV level in A (Smith and Andezson, 1931)» it % 
was felt that at tiie time Hie technique of tlnie measurement was not sufficiently 
for developed for estncriiaents with nachlnee.
^ <m
Further considération of the state of knovdedge of positron annihilation
showed the need for furHisr study in this field. For this wor?: a long-lived
22souroe positrons Na was available, and the relatively high energy of the 
nuclear and annihilation )^ -rays involved suited the state of developiaetit of 
the opn^ratus. This field of study was thorefoxe chosen as tho cain s ubject 
of the wozt: of this thesis.
— 10 —
C H A P T E R  II
Prior to the year 1932, Hie known fundamental particles of nuclear 
l^yslcs were the massive, positively charged proton and the light electron 
of apposite charge. The assymetry of Hiis situation made inevitable, specu­
lation on the possible existence of negative protons and of electrons with 
positive charge.
The existence of positive electrons was predicted theoretically by 
Dirac (1930) in his "hole theory" . In Hiis paper, Dirac, though lie refers 
to the particles as protons, takes their mass equal to that of tlie electron 
and deduces many properties of the positron which have since been verified 
experimentally. The f irst experimental proof of the existence of light 
positively diarged particles was that of Anderson (1932) and this was veri­
fied by Blaclcett and Occhialini (1933) in the following year. These worlasrs 
identified the positron by the curvature of its track in a cloud chamber 
situated in a strong nagnetic field. Curie and Joliot (1933) discovered 
that many artificial radioactive isotopes ivere positron emitters. This 
greatly facilitated the experimental study of positrons in the laboratory.
The Hole Theory
Dirac's relativistio wave equation for a free electron has solutions
corresponding to states in which Hie energy of the particle is negative.
This arises from the double valued nature of the square root, i.e.
m = mass of electron 
p = momentum of
® ^ - / (mo^)^ + electronV E = ftnercrv nf Ele n-en gy o c  
2 tronClearly an electron cannot have enei^ between ^  me . If an electron of
energy + E should Jump to the level - E, tlie enei^ difference, viz. 2 E
would appear as radiation. In seeking the lowest available level, we should
-  11 -
expect all electrons to jucip into the negative energy states. To overcome 
this difficulty, Dirac proposed Hiat, normally, all the states of negative 
energy should be filled with electrons ^though these electrons should not 
contribute to the total energy and momentum of the system. The absence 
of one of these electrons manifests itself as a positively charged particle 
of positive energy, i.e., a hole is equivalent to a positron.
The conception of the positron as a vacancy or "hole" in the negative 
energy states of electrons suggests two of its most important properties, 
First, by the action of an electro-magnetic field, e.g., a '1^-ray, a positron- 
electron pair may be created. y^ raising one of the infinite sea of elec­
trons in -ve energy states to a state of positive energy, there appears an 
electron and a hole - in other words, a positron-clectron pair. Secondly, 
if lie have initially an electron and a positron, the latter represents a 
vacancy in tlie negative energy states into which the electron may fall, with 
the emission of energy in Hie form of \-rays.
Using Hie hole theozy, it is possible to predict Hie rate of annihilation 
of positrons. The simplest case is Hiat in vhich a free positron annihilates 
in collision with a free negative electron. It may be shown (see e.g.
Fermi, page 54) that energy and momentum can be conserved in such a process 
only idien the energy of annihilation is emitted in the form of two or more 
quanta. When the electron is tightly bound to a nucleus these considerations 
do not apply, as the nucleus may act as a momentum sink. Hence under these 
conditions, annihilation with the omission of a single quantum may occur.
This process is relatively unimportant except for positrons of high energy 
in heavy materials (see Heitler, page 209). This effect will not be con­
sidered further here.
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The two quantum process in which an initial state of a positron and 
electron goes to a final state of two quanta is a second order process, 
i.e., the matrix element for the direct transition is zero and lienee it 
can only taJ<e place through an intermediate state. Similarly, annihi­
lation processes in which three or more quanta are emitted are of third 
or higher order. Since the probability of a process decreases rapidly 
with increasing order, the most inportant and probable event is two 
quantum annihilation.
Two Quantum Annihilation 
The calculation of the annihilation probability per unit time for 
a free jxjsitron and electron uses a perturbation method. The probability 
per unit time P is given by
( See e.g. ) Pf [ Schiff p. 193)
  (1)
V\ r Planck's constant
? density of final states per unit energy interval 
? matrix element for the transition
For a second order process involving an intermediate state, 
is of Hie form
Hjj => ”lB ^
  (2)
E EI* B are the energies of the initial and intermediate states 
respectively.
-  13 -
are the matrix elements for the transition from the initial 
to the interrfiediate and intermediate to final states respectively.
The summation is over all spin directions and energy signs. It is 
found that only those cases in which the initial spin is zero give non­
vanishing contributions to i.e., two quantum annihilation from the
triplet state is forbidden.
If Hie calculation is performed in detail, representing the incident 
positron as a plane wave, the forrrsula first deduced by Dirac is obtained 
for Hie annihilation cross-section.
Tlie positron lias energy and Hie electron Is at rest.
\




3 classical radius of the electron 
\
The above formula describes the variation of tlie annihilation 
cross-section with energy. During a fraction of its path d % the 
positron has energy E. The probability of annihilation with energy E 
in dx is
P » ^ (E) dx (for unit electron density)
 ^(E)( ■ s ' ) dE
^ (E) dE 
dE dx
—  14 —
Assuming that the electron density is (vAere N » no. of atoms 
per 0.0.) and using his ca3.culated values of Heitler (p. 231, fig. 6)
shows that in lead, less than 3 of positrons of initial energy 300 lœV
annihilate in flight. The remainder annihilate at rest and this is Hie
dominant process.
Vfhen Hie positron ld.netic energy becomes small, i.e. 1, the cross-
section diverges as ^elociiy oi* positron ' Therefore the probability 
per unit tirfie for annihilation v x becomes constant.
v0 TT r^^ for v 0 i.e. X —> 1
iienoe in an electron atmosphere of density n per o.c., a slow positron
2has a probability of annihilation per unit time nTTr^  C
9 .nTTr^‘"C =F constant =- A  say 
The emission of -rays in the annihilation of a slowed down nositron is 
thus analogous to the emission of radiation by a nucleus where the proba­
bility of emission of radiation is also constant. A slow positron may 
be said to have a mean life in the same sense as an excited nucleus.
ffumerical substitution shows that v0 is sensibly constant below a 
few keV. The time to reach such energies is calculable rcughly from
the range, energy relationship for electrons. In aluminium for example
—11it is not greater than about 10 s. for 300 keV positrons, while the 
exnected lifetin« of the slow positron is at least one order of magnitude 
.^preater. We may thus speak of the mean life of the positron in the 
material.
Three quantum annihilation of a positron and a free electron 
As was pointed out above, Hiree quantum annihilation is a third order
—  15 •
process. No general for’rula corresponding to exguation ( } ) has been 
deduced but the limiting case for Siuall velocities lias been worked out 
by Ore and Powell (1949). The general method of calculation is the same
as the two quantum case.
The probability of annihilation per unit time P is given by a forrauln 
similar to equation (1 ) and Ore and Powell show that this quantity differs 
from zero only when the initial spin state of the positron and electron 
is a triplet.
At small velocities the cross-section is proportional to
1 _________
velocity of positron
Ore and Powell calculate the ratio of the two quantum annihilation 
cross-section to be 1100 : 1. As, however, triplet states liave three 
times the statistical weight of singlet states, three quantum annihilation 
is favoured by this factor in free collision. Under these circumstances
Tfumber of three quantum annihilation _ 1 
Number of two «jiaritum annihilation "
The methods and assumptions of the abo^ e^ theory are closely related 
to the oalculations of the Klien-Nishina theory of Hie Cooçton effect.
The predictions of the latter have been thoroughly verified experimentally, 
We should therefore expect the positron calculations to be sound as far 
as they go. nevertheless, their experimental verification, especially 
of Hie third order prooesses, would be of itself of some interest. Some 
indirect experiments however sugf^ est that the application of these results 
to real materials may involve complications which add further interest to 
these studies.
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Simple theory applied to reaJ. materia 
If % is the probability of annihilation per unit time
% "X2 " ” 3
probability of two quantum annihilation
where
- probability of three quantum annihilation 
370
Thus we should observe a single lifetime approcximately equal to the two
quantum lifetime.
In a rcugli attempt to estimate positron lifetimes in materials,
Heitler (p. 208) assumed that to the slow positron the material appeared
OS an electron atmosphere of density IE electrons per c.c. where N »
no. of atoms per c.c, Since Z ? ^
\
2 ^  ITZ od NA oc density of the material
Therefore, the lifetime observed should be inversely proportional to the 
density of the material and in the case of gases to their pressure.
Typical values to be expected on this view are given in tables I 
and II below.
TABLE I (Solids)
Material Li «2° A1 Pb
X j 10 X 5 x 10"‘'°3. i A1.8x10 s. 0.6 X 10~‘'‘s. 0.5 X 10~^ °s.
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Gases at N.T.P,
Cas "2 °2 Xe COg CClgFg I
X 2.5 X 10 0. 3 X 10~^s. 10-Ts. 2 X 10 s. 10"7a.
The effect of Coulomb forces 
The main defect of the theory presented above and the difficulty of 
applying it to real material arises from tiie neglect of tlie coulomb forces 
acting on the positron. An attractive force increases the concentration 
of positron wave function wiiile a repulsive force lias the opposite effect.
The repulsive force betveen tiie positron euid a nucleus decreases tlie 
positron amplitude in the region of the inner electron shells and hence 
makes annihilation with these electrons improbable. This has the effect 
of reducing the number of electrons available for annihilation and con­
sequently increasing C . There is some experimental evidence (which 
will be discussed later) #iat only the valence electrons are available.
On the other hand, tlie attractive force between a positron and 
electron would tend to increase the anizihilation probability, i.e., de­
crease tiie lifetime. In the absence of general solution of the wave 
equation of a positron and electron, no accurate the or}" of this effect 
has been worked cut. A slightly better approximation suggested by
heitler (p. 84)
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The correction is clearly strongly velocity dependent (see e.g. 
Heitler, p. 8 4) and hence the lifetime would depend on the energy distri­
bution of the available electrons in the material and so in the solid state 
would be influenced by the material structure.
For an adeqaate solution of this problem the interaction of the 
positron with the idiole atom would need to be considered and in condensed 
matter tiie atomic interactions would be an added complication.
An experimental study of positron lifetimes might be expected to show 
\^ch of the opposing effects discussed above is tiie more inmortant. The 
crude picture first presented (Ptl)does^  hovever^lead one to expect life­
times that might be measurable by ■Hie techniques discussed in ChapterV
A fur'ther effect of the attracti-ve force wxild be to make possible 
tiie formation of bound states of tiie positron and electron. This bound 
system is known as positronium. If positronium formation was strongly 
competitive wi*th other modes of annihilation, the positron lifetime would 
become largely independent of tiie ma'terial in which it was taking place.
The properties of this peculiar and intriguing atom will now be discussed.
Positronium
The possibility of a bound positron-electron state was first pointed 
out by Ruark (1945) who named such a sys'tem "Positroniunf. In 1946 
V/heeler was a’ttemptin,^  to explain mesons as aggregates of positrons and 
electrons, calling them polyelectrons. He s'tarted by investigating the 
simplest of such systems, the bi-electron. He showed that positronium 
was stable by 6.77 ev. against dissociation and should have a half-life 
against annihilation considerably longer than its period of revolution.
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A very detailed study of positron-electron interactions has been made by 
Pi renne (1946) in a series of papers in the last of which he discusses 
positronium.
Positronium may exist in either a singlet or triplet state depending 
on whether tlie spins of the particles are anti-parallel or parallel res­
pectively, As has been pointed out above, annihilation by two quantum 
emission is forbidden idien the spins are parallel. In this case anni­
hilation is by tliree quantum emission. It has been shoiTn by ,/heeler 
that the lifetime against aniîihilation (two quantum) of all S states is
- 1 .2 9 X 10"^^ X n " sec. ivhere is the principal
quantum number. The fact lhat this increases rapidly with , while 
the lifetime against optical de-excitation decreases, suggests that most 
of the annihilation will be from the ground state.
The annihilation quanta will share the rest energy of the positron and 
electron equally and will be emitted in opposite directions.
Tlie lifetiüne against annihilation from the triplet state is calcula­
ted by Ore and Powell (1949) to be 1,4 % 10~^  xH^ sec. Simple dynamics
show that the three quanta must be coplanar and that the greatest energy
2that any one photon may have is WqC .
Ve shouia therefore expect the annihilation -rays from triplet 
positronium to have a continuous spectrum. Ore and Powell have deduced 
the shape of this spectrum. '^ his is discussed more fuily in Chapter XI.
Positronium is formed in the triplet and s inglet states in proportion 
to the statistical weights 23 + 1 of tlie states,
i.e. no, of atoms in triplet state 2 V .IlJ. _
no. of atoms in singlet state ” 2 x 0 + 1  " 1
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Thus we should expect to be associated with this phenomenon ü/o independent 
half lives and a large proportion of tliree-quantum annihilation. The 
half lives which v/ould be observed might differ from those predicted by 
the theory above owing to phenomena, e.g. electron exchange, whereby a 
positronium atom in a triplet state might change to a sin^ l^et state or 
vice versa. Let % ^  ^ be the probability of annihilation per unit
time from singlet and triplet states respectively, and a^  be tlie probabil­
ity per unit time of a transition from one state to the other. Suppose 
positronium is formed in the triplet state. Probability of annihilation 
per unit time =• + a^ + a^ /\^  + ..... ......
if a is small.
Similarly for positronium formed in the singlet state.
Probability of annihilation per unit time
=» A .j + aV, + a^ X^  +... ..................................3
=» X ^ if a is small since \  ^ \  ^
These considerations lead us to expect one lifetime of about 
1 .2 5 X for the singlet state and another lifetime lying between
this value and 1 .4 x 10 s^, for the triplet state. If positronium were 
formed in a condensed material, one might expect coopression of its wave 
function and consequent departures from the times discussed above, tut 
the characteristic of two independent lifetiD^ es would not be altered. 
They might, hawvcr, not be resolved ex^ jerimentally.
If the probability of formation wore hig^ , one would expect the 
lifetime of Ihe positron ani;ihilation from üie bound singlet state to be 
independent of the materiel.
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while nuch theoretical work has been published regarding the anni­
hilation of positronium and about its stable states, no calculations 
have been made of the cross-section for its formation in practical cases. 
Sudh \70rk would seem to be very valuable. The formation of positronium 
would take place in competition with direct annihilation in free colli­
sions and would thus reduce the free annihilation lifetime.
A number of other suggestions have been made regarding possible 
positron annihilation reactions. The formation of compounds in which 
a positron replaces a hydrogen ion, e.g., ^ " 0^1 (Ore, i^ llcrao, 19ÏÔ). 
The theoretical analyses concern themselves mainly with stability of 
such compounds, and not with the likelihood of formatdcn and decay.
It would seem probable that if formed they would possess a single life­
time of the same order as that of positronium.
From these discussions it is certainly clear that the simple pic­
ture presented on page is unlikely to give more than an order of mag­
nitude for the positron lifetime and that the additional phenomenon of 
positronium formation may introduce two further lifetimes.
The effects of solid state structure both in the case of free 
annihilation and positronium formation would be difficult to analyse 
accurately by theoretical means, and vrould make the annihilation pro­
cesses there more complicated and consequently more difficult to inter­
pret experimentally than in the case of gases.
The decision to study the annihilation of positrons in solids 
despite its complication was made because at the time these experiments 
were begun there was practically no direct measurements of positron 
lifetimes in solids, while Deutsch had begun to publish his na.7 well-
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known cxperinicnts which established the foiroation of positronium in 
gases.
The experimental study of Positron lifetimes
At the time the writer's work began, the generally accepted picture
of positron annihilation was the rather crude one described on page
above. A few experioents had been done to investigate its validity 
and their results may be summed up as having cast considerable doubt 
on this interpretation without being able to replace it with a more 
certain one.
In several gases, ahearer and Deutsch (1949) measured a lifetime 
which was shorter than that predicted by tlie formula
I 2 , X» TT r^  C X IE (N » no, of atoms per c.c.)
by a factor of about 2. Puriher, they found that the lifetime did
not vary witii pleasure in the expected manner, i.e., Inversely. They 
suggested tiiat Tiositronium might be formed and later were able to estab­
lish this very elegantly (Deutsch 1951).
The most definite evidence about ariniliilation in solids at Ihis 
time came from indirect experiments. These souglit to œremine the velo­
city di.s tribut ion of the positron-electron systems at the tiros of anni­
hilation. In two quantum annihilation the motion of the positron- 
electron centroid would show itself in two ways. First, tlie Y -rays 
would not be emitted at exactly 100°. The deviation from 100° would 
depend on the velocity of the centroid and the an^ /le between its direc­
tion and that of one of the Y -rays. Thus, corresponding to a given
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velocity, there would be a characteristic distribution about 180° whose 
width would be a measure of the velocity. Allowance would require to 
be made for the finite angular resolution of any measuring system.
Such an experiment was carried out by DeBenedetti et al. (1950) who 
used two Nal scintillation counters in coincidence. The crystals were 
120 cm. apart, subtending only a few minutes of arc at the source on the 
mid point of their axis. The source was Cu^ wrapped in the mininum 
quantity of gold needed to atop the positrons in order to reduce scat­
tering. The dimensions of the source were such that it also subtended 
only a few minutes of arc. By moving one of ihe counters transversely 
and plotting the number of coincidences against angle, the angular dis­
tribution was measured. From this experiment it was concluded that the 
notion of the centroid did not correspond to an energy greater than a 
few e.v. It was therefore suggested that only the outermost shell 
electrons took part in the annihilation process. This would result 
in lifetimes an order of magnitude greater than those expected if all 
Z electrons were available.
The second effect of the motion of the centroid would be a slight 
spread in Ihe energy of the annihilation ^  -rays for Cu^^^'*’ annihilating 
in Cu. Using a very high resolution curved crystal spectrometer,
Du Mond, Lind and Watson (1949) studied this effect. Allowing for all 
instrumental broadening of the line, Ihe residual effect could be ex­
plained by assuming an energy at annihilation of less tlian 4 e.v., in 
good agreement with DeBenedetti*s experiment. These authors point cut 
tiiat in copper the only electrons having energies of this order are the 
conduction electrons vhicli have a distribution of energies up to 7 e.v.
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Assuming only the conduction electrons to be available, the life­
time expected would depend on their density. A large difference of
-9the order of several times 10 s. was expected between the lifetime in
lead and in potassium say which has a small number of such electrons.
A measurement of the difference in lifetime using a delayed coincidence
technique was reported by DeBenedetti and Richings (1951) in abstract
form. Contrary to the result expected, they found the difference to
-9be not greater than 10 s.
Moore (1951) reported a lifetime of 1 ^ #5 % 10 for positrons
-9in stilbene and Millet a lifetime of about 10 s. in plexiglass, both 
results claimed to be in agreement with an "all electron" theory.
Prom a study of these rather inconclusive and indeed conflicting 
results, it appeared lhat nuch more work was required and that in parti­
cular more accurate measurements were needed before a quantitative
picture could be obtained.
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C H A P T E R  I I I
Methods of meaauring short time intervals in Nuclear and 
Pundapental Particle Physics
There are two general approaches to the problem of measuring life­
times of unstable nuclei and ftindamental particles. As it was pointed 
cut in Chapter I, page 3 the lifetime and the level width of an un­
stable nucleus are related by the uncertainty principle. Experiments 
may therefore measure either quantity. The measurement of very short 
times and very narrow widths presents considerable experimental diffi­
culty. It is perhaps fortunate therefore that these quantities are
198reciprocal. In one case, viz. tie 411 k»v. state of Au , both the 
level width (Davey and Moon, 1953) and the lifetime (Bell et coll. 1952) 
have been measured but, in general, only one quantity has been experi- 
Lentally accessible.
Measurement of Widths of ITuclear Levels.
When the width of a level excited by charged particle bombardment 
is large contnored with the homogeneity of the incident beam, a measure­
ment of the excitation function for the reaction at the resonance may give 
a value for the level width. Many widths have also been deduced in 
reactions initiated by slow neutrons. Here, the high energy resolution 
obtainable with œchanioal velocity selectors enables widths of hundredths 
of an ev. to be measured accurately, e.g., the 1.44 ev resonance in
115 -3In which has a neutron width of 2,4 x 10 ev. and a )^ -ray width of 
.09 ev. (Havens et al. 1947).
An indirect application of width measurement is that of Elliot and
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Bell (1949). The width of a >s -ray line may be increased by Dopier 
effect if the nucleus from which it is emitted is still in motion after 
particle emission. The X -ray chosen was that from the 479 kev. state 
of Li^ and the width was measured using a high resolution-ray spectro­
meter. Prom the width ^the velocity of the nucleus and hence the time 
of emission, the mean life of 0.75 % 10~^ s^. was deduced.
Direct Methods.
A great v a r i e of direct methods of measuring lifetimes have been 
described in the literature and a few typical exan^ les will be discussed, 
illustrative of the more important techniques.
v/hen the unstable particle has high energy and either is, or decays 
into an ionizing particle, the cloud chamber is amongst the best instru­
ments for lifetime measurements. This application of cloud chambers 
is discussed by Wilson and Butler (1952). They show that for each 
event we require a kncwledge of tliree quantities - x, Xq and p, where 
X is the distance travelled in the chamber before decay, Xq is the maxi­
mum possible path length in the chamber, and p is the momentum of the 
Ijarticle. From a knowledge of these quantities and applying the analy­
sis of Peirls (1935)» an estimate may be made of the lifetime, 
e.g. For the Vo^  particle (Page and TTewth, 1954)
Vo^  —► TT^  + P^  + 37 Mev.
Prom Hie mechanics of the disintegration the momentum and direction of 
the Vc^  particle ^  deduced. From this knowledge, and the geometry 
of the events in Hie chamber, the mean life of 3.7 % 10 ^^ s. was obtained.
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Slsdlar techniques are possible with photographic emulsions. One 
of the earliest measurements of the lifetime was made using photo­
graphic plates arranged round the circumference of a cyclotron tanic in 
vhich the mesons were produced. The radius and field determined the 
momentum of the particles and the number decaying in each plate gave a 
measure of the distances travelled before decay.
Such technicyies are not suitable when the momentum of the unstable 
particle is low and it is being rapidly brought to rest, e.g., a com­
pound nucleus. Here Hie particle is brought to rest in an Immeasurably 
short length and it is not certain that emission occurs before the nucleus 
comes to rest. It is also unsuited for Hie study of positron annihila­
tion at low energies due to the scattering of the particle in numerous 
collisions. For high energies it offers the most direct if rather 
tedious method of studying annihilation in flight.
Where the photographic techniques are inapplicable, counters may 
some tiroes be used. By accurate collimation they may be made sensitive 
only to radiations from a liiiited region of space. This may be used 
to define the distance travelled (say be an unstable nucleus, before 
particle or X-ray emission), from a target in which the nucleus is pro­
duced. Its velocity may be deduced from the dynamics of the reaction. 
This type of method was used by Devons et al (1949) to measure 
the lifetime of the pair emitting state of 0^ .^ This they found to
have a mean life of about 10 ^^ s. Since it is necessary to assume 
that the decaying body moves in a straight line, the method could not 
be applied to the study of slow positrons due to their tortuous paths 
and short ranges.
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Yet another method - the use of electronic delayed gates^ finds 
its application when the particles are produced in short bursts, e.g. 
by a synchrotron or linear accelerator, or by an interrupted neutrcMi 
bean from a pile.
Here a counter is used to detect the emitted secondary particles.
Its output is fed to a block of electronic delayed gates, the first of 
whidi is made sensitive by a pulse from the machine. The latter pulse 
defines Hie instant of creation of the states. The other gates open 
successively at fixed intervals and count the number of states decaying 
at that time. From Hie number of pulses in each gate, the lifetime of 
Hie state may be deduced. This technique has been applied by Reid and 
Mc^ Teil using the 30 Mev. synchrotron at Glasgow.
Lastly we wish to consider the method of delayed coincidences using 
counters. Here, a nuclear event detected in a counter announces the 
"birth" of the state, and Hie detection of the decay radiation announces 
its "death". In order to pick cut the events in vdiich one is interested, 
separate counters (A and B say) may be used to detect the announcing and 
decaying radiations. This enables one to use geometry and shielding 
to increase the selectivity of the counters.
A coincidence circuit gives an output pulse only when pulses from 
A and B reach it simultaneously. The amount by whicli event A has to 
be delayed in order for it to coincide in time with event B is a measure 
of the delay in emission of B. In the measurements described above, 
e.g., those using cloud chambers, the velocity of the unstable secondary 
particle itself provided the scale for time measurements. Here the
velocity of an electrical pulse in a cable or delay network is taken as
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a secondary standard. This velocity may be measured with very great 
accuracy by resonance techniques and errors from this source can be 
riade veirj small.
This method has wide general applications. It is particularly 
suited to Hie study of delays between light particles and X -rays for which 
the other methods are unsuitable, and it has been widely applied to the 
study of the lifetimes of Isomeric states.
Delayed coincidence techniques would seem well suited to the study 
of positron annihilation. Either the positron itself or a nuclear 
X -ray associated with it could mark the emission of the particle, and 
Hie annihilation'X-rays could mark its "death". We would Hius require 
an appeuratus suitable for detecting^ \  or \ \ coincidences, and, in
the latter case, of distinguishing between the announcing and decaying 
X-ray.
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Tlie method of delayed coincidences between counters
In this chapter we are concerned with those analytical considera­
tions vAiich affect coincidence counting. In particular its object is 
to set out the analysis by which information may be obtained from delayed 
coincidence experiments. The limitations of these techniques are dis- 
CLUised and guidance is obtained in the design of practical apparatus.
A coincidence unit may be defined as a device whose function is 
to detect events occurring simultaneously in several counters. We 
shall be concerned mainly with the sinkiest case of two counters.
However, due to practical limitations in the speed of response of the 
circuital eleinents used, and of the counters themselves, the instrument 
can only judge when an approximation to simultaneity has been achieved. 
Thus, if events occur within the same interval X q they are judged by 
tlie instrument to be sinultcmeous. This time X  q is characteristic
of the particular counters and circuits and is called the resolving
time of the coincidence unit. Suppose we have two counters looldng 
at a source emitting N pairs per second of coincident radiations A and 
B. Let us assume for simplicity that each counter is sensitive to 
only one of the radiations and tliat ^ g are tlie efficiencies
of detection of A and B by their respective counters. Then
Plumber of counts due to A in counter 1 - • N ^
number of counts due to B in counter 2 » ^ ^  B
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No. of coincidences No. of counts due to A c
per unit time * probability per unit timethat a radiation B will be counted
For two identical counters the number of coincidences is double this 
number.
If the counters are irradiated by separate sources such that 
there is no time relationship between the radiations emitted, it is 
still possible that a radiation may be detected in each counter 
simultaneously. If the counters detect , No counts per second 
respectively, then a number of coincidences 2 N^  NgX^ will be 
recorded. This may be seen as follows. Isloxsh time a radiation is 
detected in counter 1 the coincidence unit becomes sensitive for a 
time Xp. If a pulse occurs in 2 during this interval, a coincideuoe 
is recorded. Due to counts in 1 the coincidenoe unit is sensitive
for a time N ^ p e r  second, and this fraction of Hie counts in 2, i.e., 
N^Xq X Ng will give rise to coincidences. Similarly, due to the N,, 
counts in 2, NgX^ x coincidences are recorded. Therefore in all 
N^Xq X Ng + NgX^ X i.e., 2 N^NgX^ coincidences are recorded. 
These are called random or statistical coincidences. Thus in actual 
experiment the number of coincidenc es observed will be the sum of the 
numbers of real and random coincidences. The number of random coin­
cidences can be regarded as a sort of bacl<ground whicdi we must t r y  to 
reduce. The ratio of real to random coincidences is of importance. 
Consider the simple case above vhere we have a source emitting pairs 
of radiations A and B with two counters each sensitive to only one.
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Number of real coincidences ^
Nlusber of random coincidences
1
2 M"Co
We wish this ratio to be as large as possible and hence require "X ^ 
to be small. We wish to have N small and hence to obtain a suitable 
coincidence counting rate we must have ^  ^  2 ^  l&rge as possible.
Thus two of the most important features of a coincidence apparatus of 
any ^pc are detectors of rapid response and high efficiency.
Suppose wo have a pair of siioultanecais radiations detected by two 
counters connected to a coincidence unit of resolving time X  q. Let 
us suppose that delay x is inserted between one of the counters and the 
coincidence unit. In an ideal case, so long as x is less than X  ^  a 
coincidence will be recorded. If x is X  q no coincidence will bo 
recorded. Thus if we have coincidences per second and the number 
of random coincidences is negligible, tlie g^raph of as a function of 
X will be a rectangle of widtxi 2 x having both positive and negative
values (corresponding to delaying the otlier counter). This function 
we call P(x). In tlie case where random coincidences are not negligible, 
for X 4 X  Q the iiumljer of coincidences i*ecorded will be the sun of tlie 
real coincidence and random coincidences, for x >X^ it will equal the 
numl^ er of random coincidences only. Clearly a convenient means of 
measuring the background of random coincidences is to insert a delay 
greater than tlie resolving time and count the number of coincidences 
under these conditions.
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We have considered above the single case where the relative radiations 
A and B are emitted siimiltaneously. Suppose now that B is always emitted 
at a time t after A. The number of coincidences as a function of delay 
X inserted F(x) will still give a rectangular distribution but this will 
be displaced by an amount t with respect to distribution in the case of 
sirmiltaneously emitted radiations. If now the related particles A and B 
are separated by a variable time t vdiere the probability of delay t is 
given by a function f(t), P(x) will no longer be rectangular and its shape 
will be governed by f(t). Clearly for x large compared with X  ^  the 
distribution will have the form f(x).
In practical cases (which will be discussed in Chapter V), a variety 
of instrumental delays of a random nature may occur, and any real systematic 
delays in the emission of one radiation wiHi respect to another are sujier- 
imposed on Hiese. Clearly random delays will increase the resolving time 
just as amplifier noise limits the energy resolution of an ion chamber.
The ease in which these random delays have a Gaussion sliape has been dis­
cussed by Binder (1950) and that in which we have a triangular distri­
bution of delays by Newton (1950). Macintyre has shown that the analysis 
of Binder is in good agreement with experiment.
In these oases the resolving time as defined above loses mucli of its 
significance and is not readily observable from experiment. It is found 
convenient to redefine X q in terms of measurable quantities by the
equation
Nupiber of random coincidences =» 2 ^2^0
The modification in the shape of the graph of number of coincidences as 
a function of delay inserted when random delays are present is shown in
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This figure shoim a ^ypleal set of resolution 
curves P(x) and P(%). The rectangle shows an 
ideal resolution curve for the sane resolving
time.
fig 1. In the case irfiere there is no delay between the pairs of radia­
tions being counted this curve, which is characteristic of the apparatus 
and radiations, is called the "pranpt coincidence resolution curve P(z)". 
Clearly the mean widtli of this curve will be 2T g. When one of the pairs 
of radiations detected is systematically delayed with respect to the other, 
the corresponding curve is called the "delayed coincidence resolution 
curve ?(%)". With suitable norriialization (to unit area) we may re­
interpret these curves. In the case of P(x) the ordinate represents tiie 
probability that a coincidence will be recorded when two radiations are 
emitted simultaneously and detected, one of tliem being delayed by an amount 
X. A similar interpretation can be given to P(x),
An Iniportant relationship exists between P(x) and P(x) when the only 
difference between the two cases is tiiat in the latter one of the radiations 
is delayed with respect to the other. This relationship was pointed out 
1%' Newton (1 9 5 0). It may be seen as follows.
Let tlie probability per unit time that a radiation will be delayed 
by an amount t with respect to the other member of the pair be f(t).
Suppose a pair of radiations is emitted with delay t between them and an 
artificial delay x is inserted.
iTobability that this pair will _ p (x - t) dtbe recorded as coincident - V /
(1)
Probability of recording a coin­
cidence with delay x inserted  ^♦and a delay t between the ' nt; - t; dt
radiations (2)
Probability of recording acoincidence with delay x ? I f(t) P(x - t) dt
inserted
(3)
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But this is P(x)
P(x)  ^ f f(t)P(x-t)dt
 (4)
If f(t) has the form \  e vdiich would arise if the first of tlie 
pair of radiations anncxinced the formation of an exponentially decaying 
state whose decay was niarked by the emission of the second radiation, this 
case becomes
P(x) = "X \ P(t ) dt
(5)
If we now differentiate this ecpiation we obtain
I L  » X  (p - p)d X




We may deduce from these equations cei*tain properties of the curves which 
are useful in the interpretation of experimental results. Prom equation 
(7), if X is suoh that P^C P then
P K  (8)
and tirus we are able to measure X from a logarithmic plot of the " tall" 
of P(x) for large values of x in the region where P(x) is small.
The accuracy with which may measure this slope depends on the 
statistical accuracy of the points. This quantity depends largely on 
the ratio of the number of delayed counts compared to the number of random
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coincidences. As the resolving ticie is increased the number of random 
coincidences rises. Further, the P(x) curve is broadened and hence tlie 
delay x at vhich the condition P(x) »  P(x) is satisfied is increased 
and consequently P(x)oCe~ * decreased. Thus we see tliat increase in 
resolving time worsens the delay coinddenoes to random ratio, and there­
fore the aociiracy witii Wiich decay constants can be measured. Looked at 
from another point of view, if we have a given resolving time, then as 
the decay period to be measured decreases, so the accuracy measurement 
decreases, and for a given resolving time this acte a lower limit to the 
times measurable by this method.
A further analysis, however, shows an alternative method in which 
these restrictions are avoided. Starting with equation (6) we have
X --  dx«3.QP d X
foà r
I xP(x)dx — \ X P(x)dx
J-«o
r  a, r .1*L.S. » \ X dx =■ 1 xP(x)\
X qo  ^^  ^
Provided P(x) diverges less rapidly than ^
= - I P(x)dx » - 1




with the above normalization y xp(x)dx =• centroid of ?(x) 
Similarly ^^ üP(x)dx » centroid of P(x)
Hence "C » displacement of the centroid of P(x) with the centroid of
P(x).
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This was first shown by Bay (1950) using a more general analysis discussed 
below.
It is clear that if we can produce a corresponding pair of curves 
p(x) and P(x), the limits of measurement of X depend only on the stability 
of the centroids of P(x) and P(x) and on the statistical accuracy with 
which the centroids can be determined. Since all the counts, and not 
just those in the tail, can be used in this method of analysis, the statist­
ical accuracy is nuch greater than that in the first method described above, 
and in the author’s experience in practice seldom forms the final limitation,
Prom tlie equations (5), (6) and (7) above, Dell (1952) makes several 
deductions which act as diecks of the consistency of the results.
(a) P(x) and P(x) rise from the same point on the left. We 
have found this a useful check against centroid shift due to 
Instrumental drift.
(b) If only a single lifetime is present in P(x), then from 
equation (6) P(x) and P(x) intersect at the maximum of P(x).
This criterion is found to be rather difficult to apply 
with any aocurapy when T  is short.
(c) If only a single lifetime is present in P(x), and if the 
curvature of log p(x) is nowhere positive, then the curvature 
of P(x) is nowhere positive. The author has fcxmd the 
positive " kink" very valuable in tlie detection of coo^lex 
lifetimes.
The above analysis is a particular case of a nuch more general tlieorem 
proposed by Bay in a brief letter where he gives a relationship between 
the moment of the curve P(x) and the moments of the curves P(x) and
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f(t). Bay, in this letter, promises a demonstration of this in a later 
paper, but this has not appeared to the writer's loiowledge. We have 
constructed a proof and the necessary assuc^tions are noteworthy. We 
start from equation (5) above.
We define in the usual way llP" P(x) » \ x*V(x)
r* r** J-**
By equation (6) P(x) =» \ dx \ x^ p(x - t) f(t) dt
By Taylor's theorem
P(x - t) » P(x) -P^( x) + t ^'\x) +........
(-D^tV^(x) +
r *  ^  r“ r* r*M** P(x) => \ P(x)x*'d* \ f(t)dt - \ x"p (x)A*\tf(t)dt
!«•£> 1•0 «0O "-#6 --80
r“ r*“
* I? \ x“ p^\x)dx I t^f(t)dt .......
r"» r“... (-1)" I xV(x)dx \ t“f(t)at ♦
... (-1)“ (t)
ÜL In + 1
Now Ig , I P(x)x”dx = Il“ P(i)
-#d A aO
I . r x V ( x ) d x  = [ - n U * ‘-^P^^d*
*■ i-A. '■-<0 J—
The condition that the bracketed term be zero is that all the derivatives 
of P(x) should converge at infinity more rapidly than By repeated
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intef>;ration by parts we obtain
=» (-1)*^ "^  n(n-1 ) ... (n-r + 1) f P(x) eVJ «■
Lü ir
I n - r
If r f
P(x) r 4 n
 ^oo
Thus we have with hay
m“ P(x ) = M® f(t) A ( i )  + nll^  f(t) P(x)
LS p(x) f(t) ...+ ii° p(x) ft
(10)
Equation (10) shows that given ^ (%) and P(x) we may In principle 
deduce the moments of f(t) and hence Y\,VV "^ ractice we have found it 
more useful to use a fit and try method.
Sotùc simple cases deserve study and coment, and v« will no?; consider 
these. In the case above where one detector is sensitive to the announcing 
radiation and the other to the deca]/ ro-diation where the decay is exponen­
tial, we take first moments.
f(t) » t O
?(%) P(x) + K° P(x) îi\
t’lOW La.n
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*. P(x) , P(r) 1 + . 1
<r A
shown above.
P(x) M P(x) as we have
(11)
There may arise cases in which it is not possible to satisfy the 
condition that only one of the counters is sensitive to tlie decaying radia­
tion and the above analysis does not apply. In this case we liave
f(t) » X 
Integration by parts shows that






Applying Bay's expression for M P(x) we find that the centroid P(x)
2coincides with that of P(x), However for M P(x) we obtain 
P(x) , P(x) X 1 + P(x) M _
x^-
2%^ ' ^  P(%) - P(z)
(13)
Hence from a measurement of the second moments of P(x) and P(x) "U may be 
determined.
It is dear that if all the pairs of radiations are separated by a
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fixed delay tîie curve F(x) will be similar in all respects to P(x) but 
each point (and hence the centroid) displaced by tlie amount of the delay, 
ke liavB found the Dirac S function useful in dealing with more complex 
cases^ |if P(t) =» % {t - a) this represents a fixed delay of aj using
CO
the property that 1 X (x) S (x - a) dx = X(a)
J-0»
Prom first principles we have
P(x) \ f(t) P(x-•t) a t
If f(t) 9 - a)
r**P(x) St \ & (t - a) P (x - t) dt
9 P (x - a) — the result deduced above
since
pete
\ S (x)dx 3 1 
•J-CD
and ^(x)f(x) s'
Clearly & (*) = 1 n - 0
f(o)
y o n > o
We use these in a final example of a more complex case. Suppose 
tlie announcing radiation signifies the for-inti on of oiic of several possible
separate states with decay constants .... of which decay promptly.\ j
The former have individual f(t) of e f .... and the latter & (t).
f(t) for the whole system will have the form
a^X. 2^    a^X^e" ^ r^ .... + b &\\\
where ^  a + b
For a solution to this problem we will clearly require 2'C equations 
and these can be obtained from the first moments ofP(x) and P(x).
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It nust, however, be renembcred that each moment lias an associated 
probable error which increases as the order of the moment increases.
It may be shown that the solutions of these 2T equations for the moments 
of f(t) (which determine tlie latter function) consist of a series of 
terms of the form
m" P(x ) - k" P(z)
As the number of unlmowns increases these terms become less and less 
accurate and the method brealoa down.
Conclusions
The power and limitation of delayed coincidence technique depend 
greatly on our loicwledge by other means of the ccmplexity or otherwise 
of the delays which will be encountered. If it is certain that only 
one period is present the analytical method above may be applied and 
the limit to the accuracy of the result is likely to be set more by 
the stability than the resolving time of the apparatus. However, as 
the known complexity increases so the accuracy possible decreases, until 
the method becomes no longer profitable,
V/hen, on tlie other hand, there is no fore-knowledge of the "delay 
scheme", the analysis above is of little value. It then beccxacs neces­
sary to examine the "tail" of the resolution curve. We have discussed 
the limitations of this method above. While it is difficult to measure 
a period shorter tlian the resolving time in this way, care is needed 
lest a long period associated with only a fraction of the decays be 
overlooked. This would be observed more readily with a longer 
resolving time.
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Combining these considerations with those set out earlier, the 
following requirements for a high resolution delayed coincidence appara­
tus nay be deduced.
(1) Detectois of high efficiency to reduce counting time 
and hence "improve" stability. The ratio of real to 
random coincidences would also be increased.
(2) Minimum random delays to give shortest possible resolving 
time.
(3) High stability in order to make fullest use of analytical 
techniques.
These are therefore the considerations to be loept in mind ^ en 
designing a delayed coincidence unit, thou^ a certain degree of 
compromise is necessary between the requirements of stability and 
resolving time.
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C H A P T E R  V 
Delayed Coincidenoe Teclmiques
Historic J. Survey
The first application of elsctrical coincidence counting to the 
study of nuclear phenomena was made by Bothe and von Baeyer (1925), 
tiough as early as 1910 Geiger and Marsden had viewed with the eye, 
scintillations appearing to occur sioultaneously on two zinc sulphide 
screens, IJunworth (1939), however, was the first to use such methods 
in the measurement of very short time intervals when he measured the
-73 % 10 8. lifetime of ThC*. His apparatus consisted of two Geiger
counters connected to a coincidence unit of variable resolving tiios.
Dunworth pointed out that a lower limit to Hie useful resolving time 
of his apparatus was set at ehout 5 ^  10 ^ s, by the random delays 
inherent in the operation of Geiger counters. Subsequent investiga­
tions have confirmed tliat this is so (e.g. Den Hartog et al, 1947, 
Sherwin, 1948). This is a defect of gas counters and represents tlie 
drift time of electrons towards the region of multiplication round the 
collecting wire. In addition to this limitation, tlieir low efficiency 
for the detection of X -rays makes them unsuitable for coincidence ex­
periments of tlie type proposed by the writer.
The great advance in delayed coincidence technique oodc with the 
introduction of scintillation counters (HcGowan et al. 1949) as detec­
tors with sucli apparatus. Scintillation counters may readily have 
efficiencies of the order of 10 and more for -rays of 1 L»ev and
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detect (I -rays wiHi similar efficienc; to a Geiger counter. WiHi 
regard also to speed of response, the scintillation counter is from 
ten to a hundred times faster than any "gas counter'*. This aspect 
of the scintillation counter will be examined in more detail below.
The great improvement in the speed of response of the counter 
was an incentive to develop electronic circuits of shorter resolving 
time. The early scintillation counter gave output pulses of the 
order of 10  ^to 10~^  volts due to the low gain of the available j^ oto- 
nailtipliers and imperfect phosphors. Considerable amplification was 
required before application to coincidence circuits. This increased 
Hie rise time of pulses to about 1.5 z 10~^ s., e.g. McGowan et al. 
(1947). To overcome this limitation, amplifiers of greater bandwidth 
were designed, culminating in the distributed amplifier of Gintzon et 
al, (1948) which had a bandwidth of 200 megacycles. Another approach 
was tliat of Bell and Fetch (1949) who, with selected photo-multipliers, 
applied inter-stage voltages considerably in excess of the recocxnended 
values, and in this way obtained pulses of several volts from a single 
electron leaving the photo-cathode of the photo-multiplier. This
::iethod produces little or no increase in rise time.
Since tlie scintillation counter produces pulses proportional to 
the energy expended in the phosphor, some form of amplitude discrimina­
tion is usually required. With pulses of finite rise time, a large 
pulse triggers a discriminator earlier than a smaller one, thus intro­
ducing spurious delays. Special circuits to minimise these effects 
wore introduced by P. R. Bell et al. (1947). Such difficulties were 
I'emoved by Bell and Fetch ( 1949), who used amplifiers and discriminators
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in parallel with the fast coincidenoe channel to measure the pulse 
height from each of two counters • A triple coincidence unit fired 
only \shen both amplitude and coincidence channels were satisfied •
The "side-channels" and triple coincidence unit could be of conven­
tional "slow" design as they had no effect on Hie resolvin^ T time of 
the circuit proper. This arrangement has since been universally 
adopted.
Coincidence Circuits
In the woric with Geiger counters, and in the early experiments
with scintillation counters, the coincidence circuit comnonly used
was that due to Rossi, of DeBenedetti and McGowan (T»hys. Rev. 70,
5 6 9, 1946). This consists of two pentodes with a large common anode
load so that each acts as a clacip on the anode voltage #ien the other
iiî cut off by a single pulse. Coincident pulses cut off both giving
a large output. The resolving time of this circuit is limited to
about 5 % 10"* s. by the rise time of the anode pulse. Pulses of
about 4-v are required to operate such a circuit. Similar to the
Rossi circuit was that of Baldlnger et al. (1949) which was two triode
valves with a comon cathode load. The pulse at the cathode was
measured by a low caraci'ty diode discriminator circuit. With the low
output iraijedance for non-coincident pulses due to the cathode follower
-9action and the reduced stray capacity, a resolving time of 5 x 10 s. 
was achieved.
Cathode ray tubes were used as delayed coincidence units by some 
workers. liras!iaar et al. (19.50) measured the mean life of the
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:rîeson. The pulses representing the stopping of the T\ meson and 
the emission of the meson were displayed on a time base. This 
was photographed and the separation in time of the pulses measured 
from the photograiAs. The resolving time was about 3 x 10~ s.
Used in this way, the cathode ray tube is a tnulti-channel time-sorter 
(by analogy with a riulti-channel pu]se amplitude analyser) and greatly 
reduces the time re^ iired for experiments. This is especially valu­
able when events of infrequent occurrence are being studied. The 
main disadvantage of the cathode ray tube lay in its poor deflection 
sensitivity such that pulses of tens of volts were required to produce 
a measurable deflection. This effect was accentuated when the dura­
tion of tlie applied pulse was less than the transit time of the electron 
beam througli the deflecting plates. The recent intioduction of travel­
ling wave amplifiers and deflection systems (Pierce 1949) have largely 
removed these objections, but tlie re seems to the writer to be little 
advantage in tlie use of such complex devices when comparable performance 
can be attained with tlie simpler circuits to be described below.
Circuits specially designed to talæ advantage of the time-resolving 
properties of scintillation counters have the common property of requir­
ing only small pulses tliat can be supplied direct from a photo-multiplier 
avoiding all amplification. All uiake use of germanium crystal recti­
fiers which have a very low forward resistance even for pulses of 0.1 v, 
and small capacitive coupling from anode to cathode. These circuits 
may be divided into two main types - b danced circuits and circuits 
employing pulse equalization. In the former type (e.g. Baldinger
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et al., 1941, Bay, 1951) the circuits are so arranged that a single 
pulse cancels itself, while due to tlie non-linear elements, a coin­
cidence gives an output pulse. With the circuit of Bay, resolving
-9tines less than 10 s. may be achieved. Further, pulses of a large 
range of amplitudes may be applied to tlie circuits. The disadvantage 
of these circuits lies in the difficulty of matdiing crystal diodes 
over a wide frequency band, and also matching their temperature charac­
teristics.
The two best known circuits of the second type are those of Bell 
et al. (1952) and DeBenedetti et al. (1952). The feature of boHi is 
tliat pulses from a photo-multiplier are applied to a pentode causing 
tlie current in the latter to be cut off. A standard pulse is thus 
produced. The standardised pulses from the two counters are added 
and amplified in a "slow" an^ lifier. A crystal diode at the input 
of this amplifier prevents the addition of pulses within its resolving
time. The advantage of these circuits is in their sinplicity and
reliability, and as shall be shown below, the limiting action may be 
used to improve the resolving time. The limit to tlie resolving tine 
is set by the rise time of the pulse at the anode of the limiting
valves and is probably about 10  ^s.
Most of Hie above techniques and circuits were known in principle 
to the author before he began his experimental work, but it was not 
until some time later that any details of the important circuits such 
es those of Bell and DeBenedetti were published.
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On the grounds of simplicity and stability, it was decided to 
build a circuit similar in principle to that of Bell and to use photo- 
multipliers as detectors.
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Block diagraa of apparatus. Full line shows 
basic appaz*atu8. Dashed line shows later sdditions.
C 1* 2 - counters; A 1, 2, 5, 4 - arçilifiere; 
D 1, 2, 5 - discriminators ; X - kicksorter; 3-C - triple coincidence unit; F - cathodefollower;G - gate; d - 1.25 |is. delay line.
C H A P T E R  V I
The dcveloppgnt of a delayed coincidence aiyparatua 
of 2 X 10*^  8. resolving
Introduction
In the preceding chapter, the developtaeat of delayed coincidence 
technique has been traced and sotne of the circuits used in this field 
discussed. From such a survey it appeared that for our purposes the 
circuit best suited was that of Bell, as it gave adequate performance 
with the greatest simplicity and reliability. This decision was fur­
ther strengthened by the fact that an apparatus on similar principles 
had been built by Mr. G, M. Lewis of this laboratoiy. It had a resolv-
ing time of about 10* s. At that time. Bell had published only the
broad principles of his circuits and so the writer's apparatus was 
developed rather from that of Lewis.
The Apparatus
The general principles of the apparatus were described in the
previous chapter. A block diagram is given in fig. 2 (full line).
The two side cheunnels which provided amplitude discrimination were not 
altered materially from those of Lewis. They consisted of a head 
amplifier - a cathode current fed back pentode, to ^ ich the pulse was 
applied via an attenuator. Ag was a two-valve RC coupled amplifier 
without feed back. Inductive compensation was employed to increase
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the bandwidth. was an AKRE type 1028 discriminator, the wiring of
which was modified to reduce the input canacd.ty.
The triple coincidence unit was also after Lewis. It was of 
conventional Rossi type and had a resolving time (in conjunction with 
tlie discriminators) of O.éyivs,
The counters and fast coincidence channel were considerably modi­
fied. In tlie original design the ccunters consisted of E.M.I. type 
5311 photo-multipliers with anthracene as phosx>hor. Pulses from the 
counters were applied directly to the limiting pentode. To avoid feed­
back, the cathode of the latter was decoupled. Its anode load was 
matdied to the 95 Ohm Uniradio 31 coaxial delay cable along which Hie 
pulses are transmitted to be mixed in the shorted line which determines 
tlie duration of the pulse. The cables from and Cg meet the shorted 
line at the "mixing point" . Preceding the "diode clanro" , a single 
valve gives further ajiqilification. The "diode clamp" prevents furtlier
superposition of pulses within the resolving time of the subsequent 
"slow" electronics and also lengthens the pulses to be suitable for the 
latter. Beyond the diode clamp there was a further stage having a gain 
of 25 to bring the pulses to an amplitude suited to discrimination by 
the standard discriminator Dy Detailed circuits of this apparatus 
will not be given here. In Appendix the circuits of the author's 
final apparatus are given.
Modifications
Conventional techniques of electronic development using pulse 
generator and oscilloscope could not be employed in this work because
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no generator or oscilloscope of adequate speed was available. In the 
early stages deduction had to be made from the lengthened waveform at 
the output of and later from delayed coincidence resolution curves, 
■îcdifications were usually suggested from consideration of the general 
principles of the apparatus, so that it is proposed, before going fur­
ther, to give a more detailed analysis of certain of its aspects and 
tlie modifications they suggested.
Pulse duration
The resolving time is primarily determined *jy Hie duration of the 
pulses at tlie diode clamp. It may be shown that this duration D may 
be wri tten
L =» time for a pulse D  ^ 2L 4» T. to traverse theshorted line
T. 5» rise time of the pulse
Further, T^ may be divided into two components, viz., the inherent rise 
time of the electronics, Tg, when a step poise is applied to the limiting 
valve, and the time to cut off the limiting valve. If the rise time of 
tlie photo-multiplier pulse is T^ the cut-ofi time will be . A 
is a function of the ratio
amnlitude of pulse __
ajnplitude required for cut-off
(if can be made large, cut-off time can be made negligible. This 
was not the original purpose for which the limiting valve was introduced 
by Lewis, Bell and others, and it was the realisation of this property
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that led the writer to hope to obtain short resolving times despite 
predictions as to the unsuitability, due to slow response, of the only 
available type of photo-rnultiplier.) We wish D to be a minimum.
If 2L is made less than then it may be shown that pulse ampli­
tude is rapidly lost with little improvement in D. Tliis sets a lower 
limit to 2L. Clearly to obtain an improvement it is the rise times 
which must be reduced.
!e
The main factors affecting T^ , tlie rise time of pulses from the 
photonultiplier, are:-
1. Decay time constant of the phosplior.
2. Spread in transit time in the photomultiplier.
3* Time constant of the output circuit.
The statistical effects (random delays in emission of the first photo­
electron) due to the excitation of a relatively small number of phosphor 
molecules (Post and Schiff, 1950) are not significant when energies 
such as are proposed are expended in j^ osj^ ors, viz., more than 500-hev 
and light collection is good.
An analytical discussion of the pulses from a photomultiplier lias 
recently (Lewis and Wells, 1954) been given, but for cxir purpose a more 
qualitative treatment seerjs adequate. The photomultiplier is essentially 
a current generator and the output time constant determines wheüier or 
not the pulse of current is integrated. If the time constant is short 
conpared with the spread in transit time and phosphor decay time, the 
rise time depends almost entirely on the former. Prom the work of




/i.nthraoene 100 23 i 5
Napthalene 24 60 . 1
Stilbene 67 6± 1 '
Terphcnyl in Toluene 55
j
2.2 + 0.3
Allen and Engelder (1951) it would seem that rise times of about 10*^  s. 
could be expected with conventional accelerating voltages. With an 
integrating circuit, the rise time would be increased by of the order 
of the decay time of the ^osphor. Decay times for a number of plice- 
phors have been measured and are given in Table opposite. For 
stillbene, and solutions of terphenyl, the rise time would appear to be 
little greater than for the case of short time constant The pulse 
amplitude would be greater. The advantage would seem to lie with the 
integrating circuit in these circumstances.
Note ; The transit time spread mentioned above refers to the E.M.I. 
type plioto-niiltiplier. For the electrostatically focussed type, e.g., 
R.C.A. type IP21, transit time spread is of tlie order of 10*^  s. (Morton 
1949). The above conclusions would not then hold. However, to obtain 
the required gain with IP21 type photo-multipliers, it is necessary to 
greatly exceed the mEinufacturers* reccctiended voltages, and so the risk 
of failure is high. Since these tubes had to be imported, involving 
delays and dollar expenditure, it was felt that no risks cculd be talien 
with them. It was therefore decided to use the E.M.I, type tubes and 
attempt to overcome their disadvantages.
since the pulse width can be reduced by a large n we clearly wish 
to have as largo output pulses as possible. The pulse anç)litude is 
proportional to -
1. The number of ■^ oto-electrons emitted by the photo-cathode.
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2. The gain of tlie x^ oto-nultiplier.
3* Tlie reciprocal of the cutput capacity.
The first quantit^r depends on the efficiency of the jdiosphor for 
the conversion of the energy expended by ionizing particle into 
light, and also on the efficiency of the plioto-oathode for the conver­
sion of this light into photo-electrons (see Table). Another factor 
involved is the fraction of the light emitted viiich actually reaches 
the photo-cathode. This fraction depends on the geometry and optical 
properties of the arrangement.
The gain of the photo-niultiplier depends strongly on the applied 
voltage varying approximately as the seventh power. It is limited by
the maximim voltage that can be applied to a stage. This limit may be
set by onset of corona discharge from sliarp points or x’cgenerative posi­
tive ion effects and varies with individual tubes (post, 1930). To 
obtain more gain the number of stages may be increased, Hicugh transit 
tine spread changes with the square root of the number of stages (Merton, 
1949).
Prom the above considerations, it was decided to use either still­
bene or solutions of terphenyl in toluene as scintillator on the grounds 
of their short decay constant. Their scintillation efficiency is also 
not unfavourable. In the case of the solution, it was to be contained 
in cells of quartz with thin, plane ends cemented with Araldite to give 
good light transmission to the photo-cathode. A reflector of MgO ^tcs 
to be used.
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The 11-stage photo-caultiplicr was to be replaced by the new 14-stage
E.M.I, type 6262 (see fig. 3 ). As well as a gain of 10' (160-V per
stage) these tubes liave a photo-cathode 2” in diameter so that light
collection from large oclls is possible.
To reduce output capacity a new mounting was designed in wiiich the
limiting valve was mounted on tiie plioto-multiplier light tight bcK with
its grid pin close to the output electrode. In these ways the writer
Tattefüpted to reduce the quantity
T. is tl^e rise time of a pulse vdiich would reach the diode clampA
if a step-pulse were applied at the grid of the limiting valve. It 
appeared that only minor alterations wore possible in the limiting valve 
circuit, but it seemed desirable to eliminate the amplifying stage pre­
ceding the diode clairqp. Sorae remarks about tlie latter seem pertinent.
The diode clamp has the function of lengthening the pulse so ihat it may 
be anplified by conventional tedmiques, and of preventing superposition 
within the lengthened time. It is very important that the changing time 
through the diode should be less than the proposed pulse width. To 
facilitate this ^ the diode should have a low forward impedance for the 
amplitude of signal applied. Using electronic diodes, it appears that 
a signal approaching 1 volt is needed to obtain a sufficiently low for­
ward impedance. Since the signal from the limiting valve is only 0.25 
volts, the additional stage of amplification is required. To eliminate 
this, germanium cr^ rstals tyrpe ŒX 44, some of which have a forward impedance
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of about 200 Ohms for 0.25-v signals, were introduced. This reduced
-9the charging time to about 2 x 10 s. Finally, two such crystals 
were used in parallel. These crystals were inserted between the mixing 
point and the first valve of A^ . At the same time, the output circuit 
of the limiting valve was cleaned up by the use of miniature components, 
improved radio-frequency plugs, and better earthing.
Resolving time
The resolving time for two pulses may be said to be
duration of pulse A + duration of pulse B 
- minimum overlap required
Since the diode clamp is an integrating circuit of time constant abcut 
—910 s., the transmitted amplitude of the overlapping part of the super- 
icg>oaed pulses will depend on its width. Hence the bias of discrimina­
tor will affect the resolving time for a pair of pulses. Since the 
expression above (page S \ ) for the duration of a pulse contains the 
pulse amplitude (through <\ ) the resolving time will be a function of 
tlie pulse anq)litude. If the ooinoident pulses have a distribution of 
amplitudes, the experimentally measurable quantity will be the moan 
resolving time. This quantity is clearly dependent on the pulse spectrum 
as TNRll as the circuitry,
Suppose tlic pulses from the two photomultipliers are identical.
If delay is no\7 inserted between either counter and the mixing point, 
the number of coincidences will be constant as a function of delay until 
the overlap is so small that does not trigger. The resulting
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” coincidence resolution curve" v/ill be a rectangle synmetrical about 
zero delay. Now lot tlie pulses on one side all be increased in ac^ li- 
tilde. Two effects will follow. Firstly, tlie duration will be decreased 
at tiie mixing point of pulses from tlie counter giving the increased ainpli- 
tude. Hence the resolving time and width of the rectangle will be re­
duced. Secondly, the centroid of the rectangle will be displaced from 
zero. The significant point on tlie pulse for such circuits as these is 
*Bie centroid. In the shorter pulse this will be nearer tlie true point 
in time of the nuclear event whidi is at a fixed time from the beginning 
of the rise of the pulse. Hence tlie pulse repreeerting a low energy 
event will appeeur delayed with respect to one representing a higlier energy 
event.
When the coincident pulses from both counters have a distribution 
of amplitudes, the resolution curve will be the superposition of an 
infinite set of rectangles of varying widths displaced relative to one 
another, giving rise to a smooth curve. The exact sliape of the curve 
depends on tho pulse spectrum. The position of its centroid depends on 
the meain pulse height from eadi counter.
The three bias levels of , Dg, each affect both the resolving 
time and position of the centroid of the resolution curve. D3 affects 
mainly the resolving time, vdiile , Dg change the mean accepted pulse 
height and produce displacements of the centroid of the resolution curve.
Initial tests
The main variables of the apparatus were the multiplier voltage, 
the length of the shorted line, and the settings of the three disciimina-
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tors. The maximum voltage that may be applied to the tube is 2600.
From the point of view of speed of operation it is desirable to operate 
as near this value as possible. The application of such high voltage 
raised two main difficulties.
Firstly, above about 1700-v the number of noise pulses was observed 
to increase considerably. This was tal^ en to signify the onset of pro­
cesses in addition to thermal emission from the photo-cathode, e.g., 
cold emission from sharp points. Secondly, at voltages greater tlian 
this, signal pulses from 500-kev \ -rays began to limit amd thus signal 
to noise ratio was reduced. Pile up of the increased number of noise 
pulses in the side channels contributed to this effect. Pile up was 
minimized by reducing tlie output time constant of the photo-multiplier.
A type C,V.1192 diode was inserted between the first and second valves 
to lengthen ttie pulses sufficiently to operate tlie discriminator T/hile 
preventing; pile up of successive small signals. Extra decoupling on 
the last few stages of tte j^oto-miltiplier was also found to be helpful 
in reducing tiie limiting effect. The effects of space - charge, however, 
could not be eliminated.
It was found very convenient to have the cathode of the phototube 
at ear til potential and tests also showed a reduction in noise using this 
Liethod of operating. As the tubes are surrounded by an earthed can, 
tlie latter lias a defocussing effect in the in^ortant early stages when 
the photo-cathode is at a negative potential,
-9As the lengtli of the shorted line was reduced below 5 3C 10 s.,
tlie pulse height at the output of A, was found to decrease considerably.
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This was thought to be due to the excessive rise time of the pulse.
was redesigned using four valves to have naich greater gain. The
resolving time measured, however, decreased steadily, which would not 
liave happened had the pulses risen as slowly as the fall in amplitude 
indicated. At resolving times of the order of 10*^  s. an amplifier 
of mid-band gain of about 10^*" was needed to give signals in the region
from 10-20-v. The estimated bandwidth was about 5 ^ cs.
In a paper giving detailed designs of a circuit vei*^" similar to this. 
Bell, Graham and Fetch (1952) use an amplifier of gain 2 % 1(A and band- 
\vidth 2 l^ cs without oomnent. An explanation of this effect has been 
suggested by F. H. Wells (private correspondence) who has examined tlie 
pulse at the grid of the first valve with a fast triggered oscilloscope.
He finds that the crystal diode does not lengthen tlic pulse as much as 
D.C. measureiToents of its backward resistance lead ore to expect.
The performance of the circuit
There is good reason to expect that tlie delay in emission of the 
60second \ -ray of Co is very small. Coincidences between these -rays
were used to measure the resolving time of the circuit. Solutions of
terphenyl in toluene were used as scintillators and 2000 volts applied
to the twltlplier. The shorted line was of length equivalent to
2 X 10~^  8,, was set so as to just ezcclude single pulses, and and
-9Dp set at their minimum value. A resolving time of 4 % 10 s* was
obtained. If the setting of was increased above tlie cdniraum value,
the resolving time was reduced towards 2 x 10  ^s. However, the number
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of coincidences also decreased, Flth a shorted line 1 x 10*^ s. long
. 9and miniraim settings, a resolving tiiae of 2 ,5 x 10 * s, was achieved,
—9and by increasiag bias, this could also be reduced towards 1 ,5  % 10 s.
The effect of increasing the bias of and Dg by similar amounts
decreased the resolving time, but not to the same extent as corresponding
increases in D,. If only <»ie of or Dg was increased, the resolving
time decreased only slightly, but the resolution curve was displaced
-9by about 1 ,5 x 10 s, for a ratio of about 2 in mean pulse heights in
channels 1 and 2 .
The above tests showed that a delayed coincidence apparatus i,7ith
9a resolving time of 2 x 10 s., capable of giving repeatable resolution
curves, was available. They underlined most strongly txie not unexpected 
dependence of the position of the centroid of the resolution curve on 
the relative energy bands accepted by discriminators and Dg.
As a final test of the apparatus, an experiment to measure the tiue 
of flight of the \ -rays of Co^  ^v/as carried out.  ^ The experimental 
arrangement is shewn in Pig. U The source of about 20^0 is first 
placed in position A. The pulses in nultiplier D, corresponding to 
those in A, are delayed by an amount Similarly^in position B they 
are delayed by ~  . We therefore expect üie centroid of the resolution 
curve to be displaced in the second case by an amount —  with respect to 
the first. This was done for several values of d, the smallest being
 ^ A someïdiat similar technique has been applied by G le land and Jas tram 
(1 95 1) in the measurement of the velocity of annihilation \ -rays .
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7 can. This corresponds to a separation of the curves of 5 x 10"^  ^s, 
(see Pig, U ). The crarves are cleai*ly resolved point for point and 
the estimated error in the determination of the centroid position was
These results showed that if suitable ccxoparison curves could be
-10obtained, delays of a few times 10 s, could be detected and measured 
in favourable cases.
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C H A P T E R  V I I
Some early ezpezinenta on the lifetimes of poaltrons
In solids
Introduction
It had been shown by DeBenedetti (1931) that the difference between 
the lifetimes of positrons in lead and potassium was probably less than 
10*^ 8. His experiments consisted of allowing the positrons from a Cu^ 
source to pass throu^ a thin crystal into the sample. A second cxyetal 
detected the annihilation radiation. The jiulse initiated by the psissing 
of the positron through the first crystal msrhed the time of entering the 
sample, vddle the pulse due to the annihilation radiation indicated the 
instant of its annihilatioa. This method has the* disadvantage that, due 
to the continuous nature of the positron spectrum, and the poor geometzy 
used, such annihilation takes place in ‘ttie crystal and other foreign bodies. 
If, to avoid this, the czystal is meide thin, the pulse height is reduced 
Gmd the time resolution of the apparatus adversely affected.
An alternative method was suggested by the work of Deutsch ( 1931 ) in 
gases. He used Na as his source of positrons (see decay scheme fig. S ). 
If there is no appreciable delay in the emission of the 1.28 Itîisv X-ray 
followiug the positron, this may be used to mark the instant of emission 
of the particle. This technique allows the source to be completely sur­
rounded by the material in which one is attenpting to measure the positron 
lifetime. Annihilation in the source itself can be kept small, asywith 
care ^it can be obtained relatively free from carrier.
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The Positron Source 
22Na decays by the emission of a positron to the 1.28 Mev excited
22level of Ne « Tlie latter is an even-even nucleus and hence its ground
state has spin 0 and even parity. Prom the shell model^the first exdtei
state is expected to have spin 2 and even parity. The 1.28 Mev \  -ray
would therefore be electric quadrupole and have a lifetime of the order 
-12of 10 s. This is negligibly small for our purposes here.
22 p), 22Na is prepared by the reaction Mg (d,Q^ Na • The cross-seotioü
for this reaction rises rapidly with the bombarding energy of the deuteroas.
22A cagnesium target was bombarded in the Birmingham cyclotron and the Nà 
chemically extracted at Harwell. The writer is greatly indebted to both 
es tablishcfi nts.
The source, of strength about 10 pC, was received in the fOrm of a 
solution of NaOH. Tests showed that with chemically very wealc solutions, 
aluminium was protected from further chemical attack by the sodium alumina 
ate layer initially formed. The considerable delay in obtaining the 
source precluded risks and the aluminium upon which the active material 
was deposited was .003" thick. Two such pieces were used and the source 
material enclosed between them. It is estimated that about 20., of the 
positrons annihilate in this source and backing.
The Apparatus and Experiments
The apparatus used was that described in Chapter VI. The scintil­
lators were bottles 2^ long and l|" in diameter containing a soluticm of 
tsrxhenyl in toluene.
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Anengomente of Bouroe and ooonters for experiment#, A and B are the phosphocre A and B; S is the scwoe, dex>o#ited on foil, surrounded by the material# being Arroe# shonr how only one of ary pair of annihilation radiations may be detected
comparison of counter# aluminium compered, coincident
The geometrical arrangement of the source and counters is shown in 
fig. b The object of this was to avoid coincidences between tlie oppo­
sitely directed annihilati(xi quanta. This was done for the following 
reason. With the soiree on the axis of the two counters, coincidences 
between annihilation gianta (which would be "procpf ) would be nsich more 
freqpient than coincidences between a nuclear X -ray and one of the gianta. 
This would tend to mask delayed coincidences largely because of the 180° 
angular correlation of the annihilation quanta.
Because the side channel system was rather non-linear^to exclude «1? 
the pulses due to ajrdhilatioi rediation in one of the counters would 
have necessitated sucli a high bias setting as to reduce seriously the 
efficiency of detection of the nuclear radiation. On tiie other hand, 
with the proposed geometiy, a setting which passed say of the "anni­
hilation pulses" increased almost twofold the efficiency of tlie system^ 
without adversely affecting the working of the apparatus.
An Uryper Limit to the Lifetime of the Positron in Aluminium
If it is assumed that only the valence electrons contribute to the
annihilation proc ess, and neglecting the formation of positronium, life-
-9times in metals of several times 10 s. mi^t be expected. Lifetimes 
of this magTiitude would give rise to a readily measurable exponential 
"tail" to tiie delayed coincidence resolution curve.
The source was therefore enclosed in sufficient aluminium to stop all 
the positrons and a resolution curve was obtained. Prom a logarithmic 
plot, a lifetime of about 1.3 x 10**^  s. was deduced. Repeating the
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measurement with changed settings of the side channels gave a considerably 
different result. The introduction of a mass of scattering material was 
also found to influence the result. Change in the counting rate also 
produced changes.
60Further experiments along these lines using a source of Co confirmsd 
that a "tail" dependent on the apparatus and its settings might be observed.
With the highest settings of the disoriminator bias of the side chan*.
-9nels the tail seemed to correspond to a mean life of about 10 s. and 
we may therefore conclude that the lifetime of positrons in aluminium is 
less than this. Similar results were obtained with other metals.
From these preliminary experiments it was clear that the more refine^ 
techniques^ in ^ hich the resolution curve for the suspected delayed events 
^(xj7 compared with a prompt resolution curve ^ (xj^ were necessary,
Â search of the literature revealed no suitable source for the purpose 
of oonqparison. It was hoped to obtain some information therefore by 
careful comparison of the resolution curves for annihilation in different 
metals. Taking note of the lessons of the experiments described above, 
scattering material in the vicinity of the source was reduced to a minisun 
and when metal A was being compared with metal B both samples were present 
at once in the form of a sandwich —  A,B,Source,B,A —  in order that the 
residual scattering mi^t be the same in both eases. Arrangements were 
also made for the accurate replacement of source and counters. Pairs 
of delayed coincidence curves were obtained, in the first of vhich A was 
next the source, and in the second, B. The relative displacement of 
the centroids of the two curves is equal to the difference in the mean
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life of the positron in the two materials. In üiis xmmer the potaitrcm 
lifetimes in lead, iron, magnesium and aluminium were ccngiared. The 
curves obtained for the conparison of lead and iron are shown in fig. 1 
and these are typical of the results obtained. The muter of random 
coincidenoes was always negligible.
Clearly^ froLi the figurej^ re can see that the difference between the 
lifetime of positrons in the metals investigated is vei^ ' small. The 
results were analysed by the method of Bay assuming a single lifetime.
The errors of the experiment arise from two sources. The statistdcal 
errors in estimating the position of the centroid are snail for tine fol­
lowing reason. Q, the position of the oentroid is given by
a - I x V l x )  * ' delay iws«rted
^  p(x) F(x) 9 no. of oolncidenoea
With each P(x) is associated a probable error iSP(x), but since the same 
terms appear in numerator and denominator^ a positive error in the numera­
tor corresponds to a positive error in the denominator. The errors in 
tiie quotient are therefore small.
The second source of error arises from instrumental drifts. If, 
for example, the gain or discriminator bias on one of tiie side channels 
varies, the resultant change in accepted pulse height will result in a 
ohange in the mean delay on that side. The magnitude of this error can 
be estimted from the shift of the point on the extreme left of the curve 
p(x) over the period of the experiment.
The probable errors from these sources seemed to be about ±  5 z 10"^^s. 
Within these errors no difference was found between the positron lifetime
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in any of the pairs of metals investigated* We may thus conclude that 
the difference between the lifetimes of positrons in any of the metals, 
aluminium, lead, iron and magnesium, is less than 5 x 10"^  ^s.
Comnarison with Non-Metals
By similar experiments to iShe above, the lifetime in several non- 
metals was compared with that in aluminium. As it was felt that the 
presence of oonduotion electrons might enter into the ezplanaticm of "Wie 
results in metals, the non-metals were chosen to be insulators, viz., 
paraffin wax, mica and Distrene. For these, a definite shift in the 
position of the centroid was observed. The curves for aluminium and 
wax are shown in fig* % It was not possible to be certain from the 
curves whether thé assumption of a single exponential lifetime was justi­
fied.
Applying the enalysls of Bay, assuming a single period, a mean delay 
of about 2 X 10"^^ s* with respect to Ihe lifetime in metalo was observed 
for each of the materials tested. The errors in this determination are 
similar to those for the metals* We can therefore conclude that in 
these non-metals some positrons have mean lives longer Ihan 2 or 3 times 
10-^0 s.
These results were confirmed by Ihose of DeBenedetti and Hichings 
(1952) which were published towards the completion of this work* By 
very similar exx)erimcnts but using a different method of analysis, they 
studied a large nusher of both metals and non*^tals.
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DisouBsion
Praa the experiments of 'ttiis chapter we have three main results, 
vis#, that in the metals studied ^positrons have mean lives idiioh are 
equal to within 3 % 10*^  ^s.; that this mean life is less than 10*^ s.; 
that in non-metals some positrons have a mean life exceeding that in 
netals by at least 2 or 3 z 10*^^ s#
Even when it is assumed tiiat all Z electrons are available, a
difference of at least 1#3 z 10*^ ^s# would have been expected between 
the lifetimes of positrcns in lead and aluminium. However, the 
indirect evidsnoe (Du Ifond et al. 1)49; DeBenedetti et al# 19iS‘0}, forces 
one to the ocnclusion that many times fewer eXeotrons, viz#, only the 
valence electrons, can take part in the prooees of annihilation from 
unbound states. This greatly inoreaees Urn difference between the 
experimental and theoretioal results. The conclusion is therefore 
suggested that bound states of the pceitron and electron may be rapidly
formed in tiie material. To a first order, the lifetime observed would
then depend on the properties of the positron-eleotron system and be 
independent of its environment# Particularly In metals, flB tiie conver­
sion of triplet states of these systems to the rapidly annihilatiog
singlet states seems highly probable. (Thus one might expeot a lifetime
—10 \ of about 10 s. in metals.)
If Ais process were sli^tly less effective in amorphous insula­
tors such as wax or distrene, one would expect f of the positrons to 
have a lifetime ^ intermediate between 10 ^ s# and 10 s. This 
would produce a oentroid shift of approximately j ^  • For the insula-
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tors studied, C would appear to be of about 5-4 x 10"^ s.
Another possibility might be that the basic theory gives a value for 
the cross-section per electron that is too low by several orders of mag­
nitude. This would allow the variation of the lifetime in metals to be 
within the errors of the oonaparlson experiment. The lifetime in lead 
would require to be not more than a few times 10“^  s.
The oonsiderations set out in the disoussion above show the import­
ance of measuring the absolute value of the lifetime of positrons in a 
metal. Failing this, an experiment to set an upper limit cf 10-^0 s. 
or less would be of considerable value.
With the resolving time of the present apparatus it would be diffi­
cult to detect the possibly complex lifetimes of positrons in the non- 
metals examined. It was decided therefcre to attempt to reduce the 
resolving time further with this end in view.
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A D D E N D U M
Subsequent to the experiments described above, and while the appara­
tus was being developed, another experiment was performed which will be 
presented here.
The strong dependence of the annihilation probability on the spins 
of the positron and electron (cf Chapter II) might possibly have been 
expected to produce a difference between the lifetimes of positrons in 
iron conq)ared with other metals if the free annihilation picture was valid. 
This is because of the aligned spins of the d-shell electrons in the do­
mains. No such difference was observed and, as a final check, the 
effect on the positron lifetime of applying a saturation magaetio field 
to 8(f t iron was examined. This experiment was suggested by G. H. Lewis.
The sangple was in the form of a hollow oylinder diameter and 1^" 
long, whose walls were I/I6" thick. Threaded through the cylinder were 
a few turns of copper wire, through which a large current 20 asqm could 
be passed. Four turns of fine copper were conneoted to a fluzmeter.
This instrument indicated a flux of some 7000 gauss per cnf.
The Na^S source described above was placed inside the cylinder less 
than 10^ of whose surfaoe was obscured by the copper wire. The experi­
ment consisted of measuring the nuxmber of ooincidenoes F(x) at a fixed 
delay x (x « 9 x 10"9 s., see fig. "1 ) alternately with and without the 
field. If, due to the field there was a change in the mean life of the 
positrons, the resolution curve would be diqdaoed ly & x say. The 
counting rate at delay x would be approximately F (x ^ x), i.e., a
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change of If ^  is large, a small change 6 x will produce andx àx
aprreciahle cliange in counting rate. The procedure of taking alternate 
counts eliminates the effect of apparatus drift. The tdhl number of 
counts with the field was the same as that without the field to within 
the statistical errors which were less than 1^ . This corresponds to a 
change of less than 3 x 10”^  s. The low value of the limit set here 
arises from the fact that a cyclijag procedure can be applied without the 
risk of physical displacement, etc.
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C H A P T E R  V I I I  
The Ccmplez Behaviour of Positrons in Pome Solid Materials
Introduction
One of the possible explanations of the phenomena described in the 
last chapter involved the formation in the material of positronium. The 
apparent absence of a long period associated with its triplet state was 
ascribed to the probable rapid conversion of triplet to singlet state by 
exchange processes. The most poraeiising materials in which to observe 
these cosqdex phenomena appeared to be in plastics. There being no ap­
parent reason to choose one more than another, the most readily available, 
distrene, was chosen for study. Bell and Graham (1952), in an abetraot, 
had reported a second long period in some materials whiài increased the 
interest in the investigation.
Before proceeding with these experiments, two major improvements in 
technique were made. The first was the preparation of a much thinner 
source in which less than S.O^ of the positrons annihilated. The second 
was a reduction in the resolving time by about 50^ in actual use. 
Preparation of the source
In order to reduce the amount of annihilation in the source and back­
ing, a new and thinner source of Na^^ was prepared. Turnings from a mag­
nesium target bombarded with douterons from the Bjrmin^^iam 57-inoh oyolo- 
tron contained the Na^^, estimated to be about 100 jic in activity. The 
standard method of extraction (Irvine and Clark, 1948) required a high
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level of chemical technique, and particularly required the handling, and 
centrifuging, of relatively large volumes of active solution. The chief 
advantage of this method is the high efficiency of extraction of Na^^ .
As this was not required, a more simple method was adopted. The turnings 
were boiled in distilled water which slowly converted the magnesium, and 
the sodium within it, to their respective hydroxides. This process was 
continued for several days until a sanple of the solution showed an ade­
quate activity. The solution was decanted off and slowly concentrated
by evaporation. IXie to its low solubility, the magjnesium hydroxide
came down as a precipitate, leaving the Na"^ in solution. Evaporation 
was continued until less than 1 cc. of solution remained.
The Na^2 was deposited on 0.0002 inch aluminium foil (free from pin 
holes) and covered with a similar foil. The total thickness of source 
and backing was 4 cm^. Asstmdng a mean energy of 300 kev for Ka^^ 
positrons, the fraction stopped in the source would be about 3^ .
Tike Coincidence Apparatus
Several modifications were made to the coincidence ap^ e^ratua. These 
resulted in a decrease in resolving time from 2.4 x 10"^ s. to 1.4 x 10"® s.
for similar settings. The pulse height in the side channels was at the
same time made more nearly a linear function of the energy expended in 
the phosphor.
To reduce the capacity coupled to the collector of the photo-multiplier. 
Bell et al. (1952) took the side channel signal from the last dynode. It
was realised by us that the same purpose would be served by taking the
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signal from an earlier dynode (D.ll in fact) where it would be more nearly 
proportional to the energy expended in the phosphor. The intermediate 
stages were heavily decoupled.
To obtain a sharper cut off of the limiting valve. Bell used zero bias, 
i.e. grounded cathode. In our apparatus this also eliminated the cathode 
decoupling condenser (2 pf.). The latter had almost certainly an inductive 
component ^ ich would slow up the response of the cirouit as a whole. A 
new miniature valve, type C.V.158, was used, with an H.T. voltage cf 100 v.
A negative signal of 0.8 volts applied to the grid reduoed the current to 
20^ of its standdLng value. With the previous arrangement 1.5 volts were 
required. The valve could therefore be out off In a much shorter time.
A new layout of the photo-miltiplier and associated valves was de­
signed to facilitate assembly and give a more oomqpect earthing eystem. 
Parallel to the brass plate on which the head airylifier valves were fitted, 
the "photo-tube" was supported by two cradles cf tufnal. The earth points 
of the photo-mult iplier and limiting valve vmre grouped round the signal 
output plug whioh was soldered to the baseplate.
NOTE
TYie impoxtance of the earth retuxn system at these frequencies was 
brou^t îiome to the author when Investigating a change in layout at the 
mixing point. Here the signal leads were brought ranch closer together at 
the expense of a much greater ( Z inches) separation of the earth points. 
An increrse of 50^ in resolving time was observed, attributed to the loss 






Oolncidence resolution curves of coin- 
oidenoes between the 1.28-Mev -ray 
of ajji 511-4cev annihilation X -rays.
X - positrane annihilating in distrene 
o - positrons annihilating in aluminium
to its previous value when the circuit wae restored to its original state.
In the side channel a cathode follower replaced the head amplifier.
A stabilized 100-v. power padc was constructed to supply the new limiting 
valve and cathode follower.
The Lifetimes of Positrons in Distrene
The modified apparatus described above was used for these experiments. 
The phosphors were bottler of terphenyi 1 inch in diameter by 1 inch long. 
The side channel output was tested using a kicksorter and found to be 
approximately linear with ^  -ray enezgy. A sandwich was prepared as 
previously, with two distrene plates 0.05" thick and two aluminium plates 
0.C2" thick. The distrene plates were machined from rod.
In order to achieve greater geometrical effioienqr, the sandwich was 
placed on the axis of the counters. Due to the linearity of pulse height 
with energy, it was now possible to exclude the ^ -Mev - ^ -Mev coincidences 
without excessive reduction in the efficianqy for l.ZHev - ^ ^ev coin­
cidences.
The experimental procedure was to take delayed ooincidence resolution 
curves with alternately altsninium and distrene next the source. In taking 
these curves, a set of readings was first obtained for odd multiples of 
10*® s. delay, and then for even multiples. Ai%y instnmental drifts would 
shcf/ yjcp as departures from a smooth curve.
A pair of resolution curves obtained is shoiwi in fig. ^ plotted on 
a logaritynic scale. Several qualitative features of the curves may be 
noted. Firstly, on the left hand side, both the aluminium and the distrene
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curves rise from the same point, showing that no drift had occurred. Then 
we note that the distrene curve tends to a straight line for long delays 
only. There is a distinct concavity towards the right which is absent in 
the aluminium curve. This concavity is a certain indication that more than 
one period is present. If we compare the period measured from the slope 
of the tail with the centroid shift, we find that the latter quantity is 
<mly one-third of the fozner.
Repeating these experiments with different settings of the discrimina­
tors, the slope of the tail extending beyond the aluminium curve gave a 
consistent result. Also, when alJL pxLses due to 2^ 4lev X -rays were ex­
cluded from one of the counters, further increase in that discriminator 
had no effect on the displacement of the centroid. Small variations in 
the oentroid shift with the position of the low energy discriminator were 
noticed until the latter was set so as to exclude -rays of enez^ 
less than 280-ker. This was thou^t to be due to the exclusion of coin­
cidences between the 1.28-Mev t -ray and its Compton scattered photons.
These would give rise to prosit coincidences.
no\As points far out on the tail made|^ negligible contributions to the 
higher moments of the resolution curves, the number of random ooincidenoes 
was determined. This was done directly by delaying the pulses from anni­
hilation radiation by 9 x 10*® s. (the point - 9 on fig. ^  ). No real 




From the tril of the curve a period of 2.5 x 10”® s. is measured.
It is clear that there is mother period which is rauoh less than this.
To apply the analysis of Bey, the simplifyimg assumption was made that 
the short period was close to that of aluminium. The analysis then gave 
the long period as 2.5 0.5 x 10*®s. for a fraction 0.27 ^  #05 of the
positrons. This agrees T/ell with the lifetixne as measured from the tail 
and supports tlie asi^ uuptlonE made. A further enelytioal check was made 
by applying tlie fonmla for a higher order of moments. In %irlnoiple 
tiiis should give a conclusive check. Unfortunately, the statistical 
errors, canied tlirough tlie calculator) prithmetioally, increase with 
order of moments, and the cbeck oonfimed. the essunptiona with no greater 
weight tlian tlie uowpai'ieon with the "tall". The magnitude and fraction 
of tlie long period has since been confirmed within the errors by the wozk
of Beil and Graham (1953), who found tlie second period to be 2.3 .2 x
10*® s. These workers were able to detect a short lifetime differing 
by 2 X 10”^^  B. from that in aluminium. If this correction is applied 
to the results here it brings them very close to those of Bell and Graham.
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The Variation of the Llfetlipft of Poaltnmc In Diatrqne 
lell enS. Grshejn (1952) reported that in fused quartz there T?ao a 
second long period, -while in oiyetalline quartz this effect ima not 6b- 
eerved. A consdderable influence of the gross structure of materials 
on the aimihilatiœi process seemed Indioated. The magnitude of these 
effects miglit depend on the space paziàmeters of the sample, so it vas 
decided to investigate this point.
Some properties of plastics, e.g. density, vazy from sanple to 
sacqple, depending on its histozy, and method of preparation, and, in 
particular, strain effects due to rolling, extrusion, etc., may remain 
"frozen" in the plastic. Further ev3denoe of this comes from varia­
tion of optical properties (R. 0. Gray, Private cusmnicstion). The 
sanies used in tim experiments duscrihed above were machined from a 
d-inoh diameter rod. Tlie experiments were repeated using sangles cut 
from the edge of a large sheet and also a sanqple made from many layers 
of 0.002-inch foil. No significant departures from the results obtained 
previously v;ere noted.
The effect of temperature
For similar reasons, it vas decided to investigate the effect of 
heating the specimen. In case there might be residual effects, the 
experiment vas tried at a series of gradually increasing tni^ratures - 
15°C, 50%, 68%, 100%, 150%. At the latter temperature the distrene 
softens.
In this experiment, the source sandwich vas in an electrically 
heated oven. A thermo-couple, one junction of which vas in contact
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with the sample, was used to measure Its temperature. Due to the proxi­
mity of the heated sanqde to the liquid phosphors, it was found necessary 
to cool the latter. They were surrounded hy a thin copper can through
vhich air was blown from the conpressed supply.
Only a small effect was observed over this temperature range. At
150%, the long period was found to have a value 2.8 .5 x 10"^  s. for
a fraction .25 j^ .03 of the positrons.
The results at intermediate temperatures vere:- 
Temperature %  "C x 10"^  s.
15 2.5 jh .5
30 2.4 2 .5
68 2.6 + .3
100 2.9 2 .5
150 2.8 .3
Althou^ the errors on individual results axe large, there would appear to
be a definite increase of the long period with time of the order of 10^
for the 115^ rise in temperature. Bell and Graham (1953) have reported 
a value 1.7 x 10"^  s. for this quantity at 196%, a decrease of 25^  for 
220% change in temperature, i.e. a similar rate of change at both hig^ 
and low temperatures.
The radiation associated with the long period
In gases, (see Chapter XI) a long period is sometimes associated 
vith three nuantun radiation. DeBenedetti and Seigel (1952) had found
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vez^i^ little three-quantum annihilation from metals using three Nal scintil­
lation counters in coincidence. The long period in distrene raised the 
possibility that three-quantum annihilation might be more frequent in that 
matezdal. An experiment similar to that of DeBenedetti was attenpted, using 
the apparatus available.
Three Nal scintillation counters were used. R&e phocphors were 
cylinders 0.75-inch diameter and 1.5-inch long. Having aluminium for 
refis ctor, these were mounted with paraffin in perspex containers. The 
pulses from the scintillation counters were amplified and discriminated by 
the side channels of the fast coincidence unit and a third similar anqplifier 
and dh criminator. The triple coincidence unit of the fast coincidence 
apparatus was also utilized.
The source of positrons was Cu^ in the fozin of .0002" copper foil 
irradiated in the Harwell pile. Source strengths of about 10^ positrons 
per second were chosen. Some days after use, when the source had decayed 
to a suitable value, its activity was measured with a Geiger oounter. The 
ratio of positrons to electrons given in Ifüdear Data was assumed.
There are two main sources of spurious triple coincidences, viz., 
stathbical coincidences and coincidences due to scattering. The farmer may 
be computed if the number of counts in each channel is measured and the 
resolving time known. In order to reduce the proportion of such counts, 
the source strength was kept small. In order to reduce the latter, the 
counters were raised on light stands 12 inches above the bench, and the 




Amttçement of oounters for the 
triple eolxicldenoe axpertoent.
The three counters were set up to be co-planar end making angles of 
120° with one another. Fig. \0 shows a photograph of the arrangement.
The source was placed in a slit in a distrene rod 0.25" diameter and raised 
into the plane of the counters. The number of triple coincidenoes was ob­
served when set up in this way. The single counting rate in each channel 
was also noted. One of the counters was then lorered out of the plane, its 
nxis making an angle cf 46° with the plane. Allowing for the decay of the 
source with time, the counting rate in this counter was unaltered. Also 
its position relative to each of its neighbouring counters was unchanged. 
Therefore the scattering would be as before. Since the quanta from three- 
quantum annihilation are co-planar, no true coincidences would be observed.
A run in this position gave the background. A typical hour's ran gave 
(correcting for source decay)
Counts oo-plaxiar * 25 ^  5
Counts noQ-co-planar m 15 jk 5.5
Similar results were obtained from several such runs.
Analysis
The number of triple coincidences T^ is given by 
Tq » 5 Ng e^ eg eg
idiere
Ng X No. of three-quantum annihilations 
®1,2,3 ® efficiencies of counters 1, 2, 5 
N X tot al number of positrons emitted 
From a rough calculation, it is clear that Ng is small compared with N.
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The single counts in the scintillation counters were therefore almost 
entirely due to two-quantum annihilation. From the known source strength 
end the single count rate, the efficiency of the counters for 511-kev radia­
tion was found. Assuming that the  ^-rsy speotnxn of three-quantum anni­
hilation is similar to that observed in gases (Chapter XI), and remembering 
that radiation of energy less than 200-kev was excluded, an estimate was 
ntftdfi of the efficiency for three-quantum detection. This estimate may be 
in error by at least 20^ .
The calculation gave the fraction of positrons annihilating by three- 
quanta to be 1.5^ This figure may be in error by a factor of two. Even 
at its lowest value it was three times the value suggested by DeBenedetti 
et coll. (1952) for copper. In this calculation the effect of angular 
correlation has not been taken Into account as the data did not warrant 
this refinement.
An attempt to ooapare the amounts of three -quantum radiations in distrene 
and mliiminlum
Another attempt to investigate the three-quantum annihilation used a 
method suggested by the experiments oP Fond and Dicke (1952) in their study 
of positroniTsa in gases. This method uses two oounters set tp far apart 
80 that the detection of the high^ iy correlated two-quantum annihilation 
photons is favoured.
He wish to find the difference in the number of three-quantum annihi­
lations in distrene and aluminium. If the nanber of "triplets" in distrene
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exceed the number in aluminium, the number of two-quantum annihilations will 
be less by this amcunt The experiment therefore consists of finding the 
difference in two-photon coincidenoe rate vhen distrene and aliaainium res­
pectively are next to the source.
Two of the counters of the previous experiment with the same anplifiers, 
etc., were connected in coincidence. Two inputs of the triple coincidence 
unit were connected together so that it operated as a simple ooincidence 
unit. The counters were set up 20 cm apart.
The dis criminators were set on the least rapidly varying part of their 
bias curves, corresponding to a point just below the photo-electric peak on 
the differential pulse height curve. This was done in order to obtain 
maxinum stability.
Scattering of one of the quanta even through a small angle would result 
in the loss of a coincidence. In order that the probability of scattering 
should be the same when the annihilation is in distrene as when it is in 
aluminium, the sandwich tecdinique was again used.
The experimental procedure was to take alternate runs with aluminium 
and distrene next to the source. Six pairs of runs, each of GO minutes' 
duration, were taken. Nhile statistics could have been inproved by further 
runs, the deviations due to gain changes in the electronics did not warrant 
this. The results obtained were:-
Distrene 571 jk 5 coincidences/minute 
Aluminium 570 jk 5 coinoidenoee/minute
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Prom this we can only set an upper limit on the proportion of three-quantum 
annihilations. ISiis upper limit would seem to he y/lB in 570, i.e. not 
more than 1.25^ .
To neaBure a difference of, say 1^ , to an accuracy of j^ lO^  would have 
required an apparatus of very hi^ stability. The effidenoy of detection 
would then have had to remain constant to jk • 05^ over a period of several 
hours. The major effort required to produce such an apparatus was con­
sidered beyond the scope of the writer's wozk.
NODS:
The triple coincidence experiment gave a result that 1.5^ of the 
positzxsns decayed by the emission of three-quanta. The errors in this 
quantity were at least a factor of two It may therefore be taken to 
set a loMBr limit of, say 0.5^ . The two counter experiment sets an 
upper limit of 1,25% conqpared with aluminium. It would seon therefore 
that the result must lie in the vicinity of one percent.
Rie results of this chapter will be discussed in Chapter X.
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C H A P T E R  I X  
The Mean Life of Foaitronp in AlumW*»
Introduction.
In the dieouacion of Chapter VII the iaqportanoe warn etreeeed of 
obtaining an abedute meosuremert of the lifetime of poeitrons in netele. 
The experliKite of that <*apter ehowed that this lifetime was less than 
KT^ a. If the hypothesis that annihilation in metals was associated 
with positron turn were correct, a lifetime in the region of e. might
be expected. The tecdmioal preparations for the experiment were based 
on the assumption that the lifetime was of the order of 10*^ s. The 
root of the problem appeared to be that of providing a suitable prompt 
resolution curve with thloh to coopéré the delayed curve for coincidenoes 
letvren the I.20-liav Nuolear -ray of and the delayed nnnlhiXeiticm 
rediation. Beweral instructive attempts to overoom this difficulty 
were nede before the final solution was found. These will now be men­
tioned briefly.
Artificial Conroe
The Ideal solution of this prdbLcB would have been to find a radio­
active source givt%% two \ -rays in xæasÿt coincidenoe, having energies 
of 1.2S Hev and .511 ?#v respectively» A seoroh of the literature 
rffve?le6 no such source nor even anythin^ epfcrenrlmatlng to it. Ttom 
p-TToe (5o^ ha? two t -rays cf mwrfy (3 .11 ?nd 1.55-Mev resveotively)
- -
not very different from that of bbe Ita^ S % -ny. If the \  -reye of 
Co^ V48ze to fail an a iscattozva', kW secondjcy X -rays would, Tqy the 
ComptoD effect, have a oontimous distribution of energies. iÿ suit­
able colliaatian it would be poeeible to select thoce of apprcaiimtely 
ôOO-icev. Coincidences would then be taken between the direct -rays 
and eoieoted % -roys. %hile sound in prinoiple, this rnethod breaks 
down on tie gccunds of intenaity. The double colliaatlap, vis., from 
Bouxce to eoattezer, and from aoatberer to oiyatal, greatly reduces the 
effio# ncy of ti*e low-energy counter. The meadnun permissible count­
ing rate in the direct counter oet am upper limit to the source etivngth 
timt oould be ueed. liven with this source strength (*^1C ifl) the 
ooinoideiàue oouiitJubg rate waa unaoceptably low. TliC ratio of real to 
rauxioi^  counts w m  also advereely affected. For these reasons the 
method was abandoned.
The next atlen%)t made use of t}ie "method of rrvereale". This 
method was used by Bell, Graham and Fetch (1952) in their etudlee of 
the delay in emission of the X -ray of Au^^. The method may be dee- 
eribecl oe followe. Vith the announcing radiation in Counter A end the 
decayii^ radiation in counter B, a delayed résolut ion curve F(x) is 
oiatoined. The apparatus is Warn readjusted so that the announcing 
radiation is detected in counter B end the deoayi%% radiation in counter 
A. This gives a outve ^(-x). In the absence of delays due to pulse 
height, the oentroids of these ourves will be separated by a dietanoe 
2 "C (where X is the mean life for emission of the decaying radiation).
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Mg' ^
Arrangement of phosphors for 
proposed absolute detexvdnation 
of lifetime oâ In a metal.
The method ellmlnc.tem oz t^ fixed delays in transit time, etc., but not 
delays duo to pulee hei^t-
It waa realieed by the writer that the Conqpton elootron epeotrun 
of both the nudeer end ezmihilation X -raye was a oontizuous die tri­
but Icm of electrons down to nero enexigy. By the uee of a kick sorter 
in each ohannrOL, poises of equal amplitude oould be selected from both 
the announcing and deceybng radlatiene. In order to be certain that 
the annihilation radiation only was detected in one counter, a third 
"alck " coincidenoe counter was to be introduced to detect the eecond
annihilation quantum. The geometrical arrahgament la ahoan in fig.W
exfeDue to the foot that the amnlhilatiom quantaj^emitted at exactly 180°, 
if a ituolear X -ray le detected in B,(aee fig. \\), and a oorreepomding 
annihilation photon in A, the eecond annihilrtian ghoton cannot pcesibly 
be detected in the third counter. Only if the deaired detection of 
a nuclear m y  in A, and annihilation quantuu in B, takes place,oan 
the eeocnd quantum be detected in C. % e  experimenb then ceneiete of 
obtaining a curve F(x) with C in the poaition shoem. By moving C to 
the oarrcB ponding pod tier with reepeot to oounter A, UiC curwa P(-x) 
le obtained. The pulee faighte are unaltered in the two expérimenta,
80 that the dlatanoe between the centroids would be SX.
The coincidenoe ooonting rates in this experiment were estimated 
to be lees than those of, say the experiments of Chapter VII, by a factor 
of 10 or 20. An increase of source strength by a foctox' of four was 
expected to give tlie minimm adequate counting rate. This source was
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OKâsred from Hamell and was expected to be ready Igr the time the eppera- 
tua was prepared. Delivery took place tn feet ore ycrr littor. In the 
TTmantliae a simpler though leas elegant method had been d^ vlreci using 
much of the apijaratue for this nroposed erpertment, and tlio rnetbod vmd 
auooeasfully carried cut.
The basis of this sethod was to ooBtnture the coincddeiioe résolution 
curve for the Budear X -ray and anrilhllntlcB X -raj’r with a t^ iailar 
curve obtained using Co^. A klokacrter replaced the dla cjriznirwitor on 
t^a lor energy channel so that the same pulse asgdLitudp was picked cut 
from the CcB^ ston raooil spectra of both the annihilation X -rry and the 
X -ray of Co^- Since the mean ensrvy of the Co^ X -reyc dost not 
differ greatly from that of the nuclear X -ray, the diecrirdnator 
excluding amihilation radiation was retained
nils method is sisdlar In principle te the first method described. 
The latter required two oollimaticne - source to aoptterer, and sootterer 
to oxystal; and, further, the efficiency of the soatterer was small.
Here only c m  effective cxsUimatlan, vis., the selection of pules an^ pli- 
tudes, ie required, and there is no Intermediate scatterer. The effl- 
olenqy ie therefore at least two orders of ma^tltuAe hl|^ her than the 
previous method. For the Na^ ecurce it is only lese in efficiency 
than the cximemtive annihilation experiments by a factor cf about 5«
If we suppose that the proposed technique successfully overcomes 
the difficulties due to pulse height delays, to what ertent does the 
aacperimsnt provide an absolute measure of the positron mean life or
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îXLook diagram of «$>paratus. Full tie» show bftsio apparatus. Dashed lins shows later additiofis
 ^ 0 1; 3 «" oounters; A 1, 2, 3, 41 * as^lflers;I> 1, 2, 5 - discriminators ; K kieksorter;5-C - triple oolnddenee unit; P - osthodefolloaer;G - gate; d - 1 35 ps. delay line.
llvos? Prom tïie diaouficlon of Chapter VZI, page it was concluded 
that the delay In emlseion of the 1.28 \ -ray with respect to the
instant of endssion of the positron was of Wie order of 10*^ s* or lees.
An iinoertainty of this carder la therefore introduoed into the meaeure- 
ments.
The intermediate state of Co^ was shown hy an angular oarrelatlon 
eaqjerlment (?Aetsger and Deutsch 1950) to hare spin 2 end even parity.
The ground state la known to have spin aero and even parity. The eeoond 
\ -ray from Co^ nust therefore be emitted in an electric quadrupole 
transition The mean delay in its enission with respect to the first 
will be of the order of 10*^ s. Bat since both counters are sensitive 
to both the ennoaneing and decaying radiations# the oentrold of the ooin- 
oidence resolution curve for Co^ will ooinoidc with that of P(%). Ajogr
small delays will aprear as a broadening of the distribotion only. It
would therefore appear that in principle the raeasorewent will differ from 
the absolute value only Igr unoertaintj in the delay of the nuclear 
 ^-rey This error is likely to be sanA smaller than the experimental 
errors, so that the measurement may be oensMered absolute within these 
errors.
The Apperatua
A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in fig. \ % . The basic 
apparatus, shown in fbll line, does not differ fkxsn that described in 
Chapter VI n . Discriminator D% waa set as before to exclude annihilation
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Block diagram and circuits of 
single channel O.R.T. kieksorter
Circuit (a) - Pulse lengthenl2>g unit 
Circuit (b) - Brightening unit
mâietlm. At first, an aA^ltiomal dlocriminator. i u  ooaneoted 
In parallel vith Dg. Tha cMtpote of this and Ite tripla coixmiâenoa 
unit 5«C mmre fed to an antiooinoidenoe unit, Tha tripla ooinoidanoa 
wit gnaa a puXae vAan a ooinoldenoe ooourraA in tdildi tha pnlaa in 
Og exoeeiSlad tha Mas of %. If, hoaavar, it alas axaaadM tha hiaa 
of thia ooinoidanoa vas rajaotad Thus, aaOLy pulaaa from Og 
hsffii^  amplltadaa batman tha hiaa laaala of and D4  ocadLd g i m  riaa 
to oBoeptahla ooinoidanoes, Tha two diaorWnatara and tha anti- 
cotoolAanoe unit aatad aa a klokaoatar. Xatnr, tha fbll mpprnreftm ahoan 
in fig VI aaa uaad. Thara, dlaorimlnator X>g mm art téXm tha lower 
ISnit of the kiokaorter émanai and ao did not affect thia of
the vorki% of tha apparatua. A peSXm from tha tripla oainoiflenea 
unit opaneA tha gate of tha kiakaortar and alloaad it to aooapt pulaaa 
within its ^vmnal. Due to tlia delay Intraftuaad tgr tramllimg thmun^ 
tha foTRf^ng olootrasiee (pariioolaxly tha dien^Anatora), tha output 
poise from waa dalayad by about 1.85 pa. TP oon$enante for thia, 
the inlaaa A w  F wore delayed artiftoially by Introdnoing a delay 
oftbla (t^pe OhoractarlBtie l«padanaa 1 0 0 0  n) batman there and
A*.
Tha earn pieoa of apparatus served both aa a kiekaortar h a m  and 
aa an ant 1 ooinoidanco unit in tha atarllar method. Thia very waraa- 
til# place of oqulpnont, of which acmral are in uaa in tha leboretosy, 
wifi eitp lied by TAr# G, H« lands. Kaaantially it oonaiatad of a O.R.T.
As a s b q p le  k io V a c s ta r, p u is a s  fro m  tha a n # lif ia r  m m  fa d  to a  langthsti»
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tng unit and a brightening unit In porallel. Those unite mqiplied 
flat topi>ed pulsee such that the brlght^ninr ]:ulse lay entirely under 
the flat portion of the lengthened pulee. Ihe fosmr was applied to 
the hiaseed off grid of the C.R.T. and the latter to the Y deflecting 
plates. The pulse was represented on the screen by a bright spot 
whose position was a measure of its ecplitode. In praetioe, the 
amount of D.O. bias required to bring the spot to a fixed position 
was measured. A phofto-miltiplier followed by a sealer, oounted the 
spots ooourring between the edges of a slit which was placed against 
the Boreen. The channel width was deteradned by tinm width of the 
slit.
Since the brightenli^ unit and lengthening unit oould be actuated 
by separate pulses, this allosed the speotmsi to be gated (as was dons 
above by pulses from S-0). On the other hand, with aero bias, pulses 
entering the brightening (Asnnel can be oounted. Then, a pulse applied 
to the deflsoting plates acts as a rejector signal.
The advantage of the eeoond method over the first was that in the 
first, the width of the channel depended on two completely independent 
biases and thus was subject to oonsiderable variations. These gave 
rise to changes in the counting rate and therefoiw erratic points in 
the coincidence resolution curves. It served well for preliminary 
woïic, though the final results were obtained by the second method. The 




ÏÏslng tha kldiBorter vrlth its normal narrow obannel width, the pulse 
spectrum of frar^  eu%Hfisr WiS aoEaadned: a cathode folioiwr was
UBod. Similarly the pulse spectrum due to the nuolear 'I «ray of Na^^ 
was locked at. These spectra were found to be very close to one another. 
%  gating the kid sorter with the output of the lower energy parts 
cf tlu9 s%)ectra wore out cf f and only the spectrtsa of pulses passed by 
was observed. Froa a mmimr of runs like this it was possible to 
measure the r%on pulse )ieight accepted ty as a function of discrimina- 
tor bif.s. The cpoctnm of annihilation \ -ray* from Ou^ and the rays 
of Co^ in channel 2 wac else aacRminsd.
Ihe use of a kid:sorter in plaos of a diaorlarina ter in channel 2 
reduced the efficiency of this channol for the detection of annihilation 
'i -KsyB.
With Ka?^ in dluainiun and ^le settlings of and Dg used in prs- 
irious c^ cpcrhasntc, a counting rate of 900 per ndiaite at the output of 
9«C was obtained. The width of the channel was adjusted to give about 
100 c.p.m» at its optimum position. '^rom the known width of this chan­
nel and the loeamired spectra, the mean pulse height ooco^ted in the 
channel from annihilation ^ -rays and from Co^ was msasursd as a Amo­
tion of chaimsl position (i,e. kldcsorter baok b ias) over the poeeible 
wcrklng range. when the centroid of the distribution was plotted as a 
function of the ratio of the pulse heists» there appeared to be a linear 
relationship between them If is the displaoesisnt In time of the
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centroid of the coinclâerKm remolntion curve with ratio Hg with raspeot
to that with H, it was found that
i \ \  = O' \ ^  » \ O  s.
I.e., If the ratio 1 fgg. o,GO from thatpulse height channel 2
for \ji oloninium by, say 5;', an error of 5 x 10*^^ a. would be 
introduced.
Similar experiments were oarried out with the souroe in aluni-
niisn and rood a  ^remuent with the above was obtained.
Tlieee results «mble corrections to be made, for e.g. the small 
dlfferenoe between the Co^ and îla^  ^\ -rays. This amounts to 10^^ a* 
Final ?^agurernent
Vthen these prelindnaxy experiments were oonqpleted, the position of 
t^ &e channel was adjusted so that it ooourred at a part of the annihila­
tion -ray spectzum similar in shape to the Co^ spectrum, and particu­
larly BO that the mean pulse heig^ it in the channel was the sane. With 
this setting, several runs vere made,each consisting of first a resolu­
tion curve for the Co^ Y -rays and then a curve for the Na^^ souroe 
placed between aluminium plates. A typical lair of ourvea is shown in 
fig. 14. It is not possible to say from these whether or not only one 
period is present, but from ooqparison of the tails it vnuld seen un­
likely that m y  partial period of more than 9 or 4 x 10*^ s. is present, 
If WD analyse the results on the hypothesis that only one period is 
present, the foUowiv^, results oktc dbtained. Five msasuremsnts in all 






Belay % 30*^ tu
ColBcidenoe resolution curvse of coin- oidenoûo between -
X —  1.23-II8V't -xwy of He?2 ana 511-kev aivilMlatian radiation from altniiilUB 
o 1.17 end 1.55-Mev ^  -raye of Ce^
iSE i -
1 1.8 X 10-10
2 1.9 % 10*1° #.
5 0.7 % 10-10 ,
4 2.0 X 10-1° g
5 1.9 X 10"^® B.
Slnoe alxialniara vms the oouroe baoki%%, the only forsigp matter wee the 
ecuroo material, in which,it was omtlmated leaG than of tha amihila- 
tions took place. Brrora arose from two midB ecuross: statlatioal
errors ^and those due to drifts in apparatiia. The statlstioal en o re on 
indiriâtsal measurements are small ^ 2 z 30**’^^ s. The error from pulse 
height drifts was estimated from the displaoements of suocesslve renblu- 
tion oarves of Co®^ (or Ws^) to he about 4 z 10“^  a. Thus the error 
on individtiAl measurements was 6 x 10*^ s. In the paper published on 
this subject, this error was quoted along with the mean of the above.
A rnasro correct figure would be the standard deviation giving the final 
result.
X * (i.e ♦ .4) X itrio  B.
This result will be discussed in Chapter X.
Delay o f -p u ts
In Chapter III, when discussing the relationship between P(z) and
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it war» streased that both cuive# should cut the x axis at tïm  aaiae 
point oTk the Jbeft when the decaying radiation v%a da tooted in one oounter 
only. For this latter condition was aatiefied. The point at which 
it cut the z axle on the left was therefore the same aa that for a true 
corq^ iarable P(z)« If them was del%y between the emiaeion of the first
and second -nys of Oo^, both the right and left hand eidea of the 
curve would be displaced outwards from those of a true P(z). In parti­
cular, the left aide vnuld be dieplaosd to larger - vs. values of % near 
Uu X fiSLis. Tills would be not icable as a diaplacement with respect to 
uhe Hbt ' in tlüs region. Ho such g^ ystomatlo diaplacenent was xvjticsd 
in uie five paii\ of cwrvcs tiksn. A lower lixnit to the mean life of 
tho interr-iedi&to state of Cc^ nwy be set by considering the R.NU8. of 
tlie random uiaplaoeoents oi' the resolution curves. The mean dicplaeo- 
lîient error of a single ne Apurement quoted above is 6 x 10*^ s. For 
five ms&surernentA we way therefore m t a limit of about S x 1D“^  s.
Techniopl Hot^
A further development of thie sgnaratus is suggested by seleotlx^ 
the pulses in channel 1 with a kieksorter, ùm well as those in channel 2. 
This technique may be generalised to study tlie lifetime of nry X -endtttug 
state that is inched by t>« etoiseicsi of a X -raj froi:^  a higjher level.
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Ho suoh general mthod has prwviooely been devised for use when the 
exponentiel tail" method breaks down. The method of Bell et al.^  using 
two (S -ray r'reotrometers ^ is epilioable only where Internal oonversldi 
ie stro0%. Indeed the method levees no restriction on the nature of 
the arffioRinolng and deoaylng radiation whicdi oould for cocanple be neutrons.
In order to use the first moment analysis of Bey, which is lay far 
tjie most powerful due to the small statlstioal errors, it is necessary 
to distinguish the announolng from the decaying radiations. than these 
are both neutrons or X -rays, they imet differ suff iclantly in energy to 
allow this.
One possible oonparlson source of X -rays whlcdi coenends itself, is 
coinoidenoes between the SlO-kev X -rays frcn positron annihHatiom.
Here, no doubts aa to possible delays need be entertained. A 
restriotian on the use of this is that one of the pair of radiations 
with whicdi it is being compared must have an energy suffloientSy lose 
(by at least a channel width) then 5104cer. This is in order that the 
upper channel whi<A must be on a suitable portion of the 510-kev spectrum 
tney not Accept any pulses from the lower energy X -ray.
For the reasons mentioned before, Co®® would be a suitable comparator. 
Here, a eindlar restriction on the energy of the X -xtys would apply.
At still higjmr eneigies, ocinoidenoos between poBititm>*eleotron pairs 
might be suitaWLe.
3he accuracy attainable by these nsthods is nuite high* % e  errcttw 
in the positron neasureraent cone largely from apparatus drifts. Bines
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the empllfiere of the fast ooinoidenoc unit were not stabilised by feed 
badk, this procedure oould greatly inorease the staMllty. Further, new 
8.R.T power supplies for the phototubes (Type 1098) of an order ^  mag­
nitude of greater stability than those used (Type 2007) are now available. 
It might therefore be poeeible to inoraase the accuracy of measurement 
by this apparatus to ±  1 or 2 x IflT^ s«
These recoMmendatiane have now been adopted by Nr. G. V. lAwis and 
others in their studies of the exoited states of mdei.
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C H A P T E R  X 
A PlBoaBBian of the EarpexdniBntal Regultm
In Chapter II, several possible hypotheses regarding positron anni­
hilation In solids were put forward. They may be sumnarlsed as follows,
1. That annihilation takes place in free odLllslons between
thermalised positrons and the valenoe electrons in the
material.
2. That posltranhsn Is rapidly fozraed in the material and 
the lifetime is that of pOB itronlua. Mechanisms such 
as exchange, or interaction with lattice vibrations, 
would convert the loc^ -lived triplet state into the 
short-lived singlet state.
S. Compound formation, where the positron forms a bound 
state with a negative ion, mi h^t take place. There 
is also a strong possibility that more than one of these 
processes mig^t take place.
The writer's main results may also be enumerated.
(1) In metals, e.g. alimdnium, iron, lead, magnesiim, the 
mean life is constant to wi^iin ±  ^ x 10"^ s. and is about
1.6 X 10-^ 8.
(2) In certain amorphous materials such as distrene, there 
are two distinct lifetimes, one of which is close to that 
in metals, the other, for about one-third of the positrons,t
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is 2.5 % 10"^  8. The latter lifetime increases 
slovdy with ten^rature.
(S) In distrene, the prqpoi tiori of three-photon annihilation 
is between 0.5^ 6 and 1.5^ of the total number of annihila­
tions.
These results have been extended to a. great many more materials 
hy the work of Bell et al. (1955) and DeBenedetti and Richings.
It is possible from the above information to rule out the first 
lypothesis. In the case of aluminium for example, if we assume all 
three valence electrons are available, the theory predicts a mean life 
of 7.6 % 10*"^  B, - five times greater than the value observed by us.
The mean life in metals should be inversely proportional to
Â « atondo weight 
A d « density
 ^^  N » nun&er of available
electrons per atom
Over the metals investigated by the writer and others, this quantity 
varies by more then a factor d* 10, while only a factor of 2 is possible 
within the extreme limits of error. Finally, the hypothesis is unable 
to predict two independent periods such as are found in distrene and 
many other amorphous materials. It would seem therefore that this 
hypothesis cannot by itself account for the experimental results.
The evidence for the second is much stronger. On this, we would 
definitely expect to observe more than one period, though a high
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probability for oouveraion of triplet to singlet positronium would 
make the two periods indistinguishably close. Thus, the failure to 
observe a long period in metals and some oiystalline solids would not 
constitute a serious objection to the proposal.
Another piece of evidence lies in the proportion of three-quantum 
annihilation. If the 2.5 x 10"^  s. period in distrene were due to 
the oonveraion of triplet positronium to the singlet state, we should 
expect a fraction of three-quantum annihilations given by
1 2.5 X 10“® B.
5 unperturbed lifetime of tlie triplet state
Taking the triplet lifetime in free space, vis., KT^ s. (Ore and 
Powell, 1949), we obtain 0.8^ . This falls between the limits of 
O.^ o - l.Q^ suggested by our etxperiments. A recent experiment by 
Pond gives the result O.88/0, agreeing even nszre closely.
The fact that ^  of the positrons are associated with the long 
5period raises some problems. Before the results by BeU were pub­
lished, showing that this fraction occurred in all cases where a second 
long period was observed, the author suggested that this was the frac­
tion of posit ionium molecules that found their way into holes in the 
material vhere interaction with other components of the system was 
reduced. The expansion of such holes with increasing temperature, 
it was suggested, reduced the interaction with the surroundings further 
and gave rise to the increased mean life. It would seem, honever, 
in view of the constancy of the fraction over a wide variety of solids
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and liquids, that a more general explanation is required.
If only one-third of the positrons form positronium In the triplet 
state, a further ninth mist fo%% it in the singlet state, i.e, approxi­
mately half of the positrons form positronium. Suppose the remainder 
annihilate in free collisions. Let us consider, e.g., Teflon for 
which Bell has measured two periods. The mean life for free annihila­
tions, assuming all the valence electrons are available, would be about 
8 X 10"^  ^8. Due to competition with positronium formation, this would 
be halved. The small fraction annihilating from the singlet state 
direct would have a mean life indistinguishable experimentally from 
the free annihilation. Thus there would appear to be a short period 
of about 4 X 10 1^0 s. together with the longer period of those formed 
in the triplet state.
The experimental results described above, while not giving by 
any means a complete picture of the phenomena of positron annihilation 
in condensed matter, appear to foxm a sound basis for future work in 
this field. On the experimental side such work might include experi­
ments of hi^ ier precision with shorter resolving times. More particu­
larly, the quenching effect of strong magnetic fields on the long periods 
in distrene and sindlar materials. As a test of the expansion hypo- 
tl^ sis, the effect of mechanical cfxnpression might be studied. The 
great lack in this field is detailed theoretical calculations. The 
experiments described above would seem to point out particular problems 
in need of theoretical attention.
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F ig . 1. Rate of decay of ann ihilation radiation in C C lih j  (open circles 
id in O i (fu ll circles). The pressure scales are adjusted so that the absciss;
liFf ecayate that...u ... w . i 
corresponds to the same electron density in both gases.
Pig. 15
D e la y e d  A n n i h i l a t i o n  Q u a n t a  











F i g . 1. Decay curves of positrons in several gases. T h e  do tted  lines are 
corrected for tim e resolution of the instrum ent.
n o . IB
P u l s e  S i z e
Fig. 2. P art of the scintillation spectrum of tw o-quantum  (solid circles] 
and tw o-quantum  plus three-quantum  (open circles) annih ilation . T h f  
uncerta in ty of individual points is indicated by the size of the circles.
«a. 17
C H A P T E R  X I
The Spectrum of Annihilation Radiation from Posit rone Annihilating in Freon
and (fagrge n
It ims found hy Deutsch (1951) that in freon,a lifetime for positrons 
was observed that was close to that predicted by Ore and Powell (1949) for 
positronium in Its triplet state, and further, the lifetime varied on]y 
slightly with pressure (see Pig. 15). The addition of certain gases in 
conoentrations of 5^ or less caused the disappearance of this period (see 
Fig. 16). He concluded from this that in freon, positronium was atxuidantly 
formed, attributing the disappearance of the long period to the conversion 
of the triplet to the singlet state by an exchange process. This view re­
ceived confiraation by maiy subsequent measurements, e.g., of the h.fs.of 
positronium ^quadratic Zeeman effect (Deutsch, 19511 Deutsch and Brown 1^  51).
DeBenedetti and Siegel (1952) showed the presence of three sinultaneous 
annihilation quanta from freon, in numbers considerably in excess of the 
fraction _^  expected as the free annihilation hypothesis. Deutsch and 
Dulit (1951) showed that there were radiations of energy less than 510-kev 
(see Pig. 17) and that these were diminished in intensity by the addition of 
NO in the same manner as the number of annihilât ions with the long period.
Ore and Powell (1949) calculated the distribution of \ -ray energies 
to be expected in three -quantum annihilation. It was therefore decided 
to examine those annihilation quanta definitely associated with the long 
period in freon and compare the energy spectrum with that predicted by 
theory.
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Pulse hei^t distributif obts»incd for the annihl. X&tion raflietion est positrons In oogger.
Inmet escpcrtrientftrm^ gsratsnt; H - ccwroe;
C - oontnlner; Cg scintillators i 
%  ^  - nultiplla'm.
Qagygsn stood out tmenç the other gome# ee one im ehioh the wrie 
tlon of positron mean Hfe sith fsssewe (Deutsch l%ls) ohegyed the 
espeoted Imearae las It m m  toerefore decided to iimsti^eete the 
epcotraa from osygen else»
The method proposed see that of deleted oolnoidonoee. see
the sQurae of pesltroms, the source being poranrided tgr the writer. This 
technique enablee the àéXmymà euBedldlatlon ^  -«ears to be selooted trm 
manffst the quanta from positrons annihilating In the Bourse, container, 
etc., end from those. If asy, having a short lifetime In the gas.
n>e jwi fcnwrliin     .
Ito  mcmcm o f « u  mmmWl om, anS ow w d  V i  a ln d a ln a  fo& l 
•006” th ic k . I t  oae placed,as ahoan in  f ig . \ t  In s e t,In s id e  a q y lln - 
d rlo a l gas container 2” diam eter, the o e ll o f ohlcdi oae .013” copper.
Too perforated phosphor braaae pdatea .006” thick, 1.5" apart, restricted 
the poaltrone to the cmtral region of the cylinder.
The ooimtor sear the source had tarphenyl in tdnena as adntll- 
later, oecwgying a velnaa diaamtsr and 2” long (Og). The ether 
oQunter, ohich oea to act as -ray spectraneter, had a blesk of Nbl 
as scintillator 1.25” cmhe (0^ ). This bleak was oocuposed of tee pieces 
cemented together along a common plane with silleono grease. The 
I>leces were eased from a random blcok te give the m m i m m sise of 
(ayetel. The faces te be joined sere ground plane with caxhoiunfium 
under paraffin. The scintillators rmm both packed in ggO as refleotor 
and momted on 14«stage S.H.I. phetonailtlpllere, Tÿpe 6S62.
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Block of apparatus.
C - oountora; P - preamplifier;V - unit reoeivinp fast oolneldonooe;
A - aff^ illf 1er; D - disorlminatoflr;







O - p -  
+ 20 + 30 + 40 + 50
Delay oeble lear^ gth in  raetree
yte. m
Variation of oolndflsnoe rate trlth delay for poeitrona in freon at 4.8 ûtnoephBPBfl-
Ihfi onAa of the toflide and terpheryl oointlXlators ware reopootivBlj 
Bituatad 1 Inoh end 0,5 imoh from lAe cyllaSar. A a  m w t m  wa# get vip 
on a light plywood taMe to adntniige goattoriog. The eleotronlc srrai^ go^  
manto are gAowm in fig* \^\ i M s  oonstete of a faet oolnoiteiioe tadt of 
rwsolrlne time (in üde eyplioatlcn) 5 x 30*^. end a linear amplifier 
and klokgorter. The Idokeorter is g?ted tgr pnleeB trm T end the epee- 
traa âlsc>laywd there ooneiete otüy of thoge paOeeg whioh hewa a delay with 
iwi^ )eot to a ooKTwepondimg piûee in Og.
The feet ooinoidenee mdt ie wary eiailar in design te theee deeorlbed 
previougly in %&ie Iteeie. To obtain linearity, the aide ^ m m e l  poleea 
awre taken tram D.20 of the photoHiailtiplier end the gamoral layout wag 
haood on that of the appeewtue of Chapter IX. The gated kiokeortor ie 
that deeorlbod in Chapter IX. ^
gtfflgaag
Osing ohly the faet ooinoidenoe omit, a naeauranent of the nogher of 
ooinoidenoea ae a Amotion of delay inearted wee made whan the cylinder - 
was filled with freon* The latter was at a preesure of 4«8 atmoapheree, 
ihicdi ie oloBB to its aaturation wxqpour preeeupo at room tongxerature#
Tram the elope of the tail of thie digtrihutiom plotted on a loigarithadg 
aoftla (fig. 10 ) the lifetiiae fmund wee
U  m 1*20 ^ 0*10 X J£T^ geo* 
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a & j â
C o iH lA m o  rc o o la tlo n  our vg b a tv e e n  p M # #  gêÊàëm  
or & gW vi in  te  ndIxB  lo a ite  fldwsëôr «mâ
1.984 te  V -p u is *  la  t e  o thsr ommÂmm,
% — altotrai #nÊ%r 300 Wv 
o — e lM te r enw^y 4004*#
4-
ké IffM r  ovtflcBi&qg A d O isf Hm ^  XU%%feM
«lift pwmo# la anU. «w U M t e  te «o^ vmi «| a.4 «lM|ftM,fMl 
Iflr Saotodk to  te  8 s IfiT® #.,«## o##tem8 «n^vdaalalj te  m .
As «as pslsAsd snb In  s h U mt teagtess, apuA## apptiSBl ASlaps 
ts f tmmm pOsss asgr te  to te o ftw â  te  t W te sue— to  « te to  « ^ to A is .
Ih s  sm s sftosl say totosAsa# A ls to rtls a  to tos  paAsa apssfcavs salsstoA 
te  OQSw apmf t  to  s  p a s lto ifta r « A te - * ftr  assa#a, tte  aa^vlM otoX  t o lv  
s  « f s  pAss is  tte  SBB o f I te  ialagr to r « ft t te  AaOay «sa
te  p o se  te 1 # t A.
s •  f  ♦ A
Ise#a a w iH itletto s  jA s s a  eosaeapeaâ to  s  n a ll estas a f A. tesas» fS v 
•  flm A  ^  odgr t te aa laaaa pttsaa eaaasapmAto# te  s  ta s #  estas A  V 
« i l l  te  asoaptaA. Bot tte  a e fts r asaste A if t  Aatay V Asaasasas 
asyaeasÉlaUy sM ft f *  to ai stoas fte s r  ta s #  passa e U l te  assaptaâ 
tte s  n m llir  mmm aaft t te  Is s  ssa s#  as# af s  a&eaftmm « t t l te  « q te  A ss I* 
t f t ls  «fPaat « i l l  te  ssriosB mûj i f  A to  s ft a s a ll eeqpmA A to  « . te s  
estas e t s  is  Ito lts A  te  asnsIAaastlasi o f i ntonsite  aaft I te  a s tis  a f 
s s s l to  ssBAoe ecAnoftaenoss.
to  ta e s e tl# to  tte  AAagr Aas to  p dss t e i# t ,  tte t lA s astas m e «sai 
te  salaefe e  w s ra s  toeA a f posas, f te  ap lto tas «as sssmst aA se toaA 
«9 AatapeA eadlaHiae «sa psssesA.
le so ta tia B  « in sa «axs Oftmimsâ fa r  s « a fta r a f pOss 
te iif t te . to o  a f ttoass ass aftas# to  f i# .  i  \ « e to ., tteaa  u u 'ia s fe O in i 
to  aOO aaO 400 ftae xeapaot i ealte' * * •  ^**QT ^Ass la  7.8 « e. to is
• lor •
is email cxnpared frltti the 6soB(y tines la the gsaeo ohoeea* From ^Swm 
rooaltB a small oarreotlon «ae node to the spootra ahtataed later,
Spectrosconr
In orter to interpret a oontiaaons -regr epectmi, it «as first 
neoeasaxy to essanixie the epeetrcmter oharaoterlstio of the l U  oxystal 
tor line Bpeotxn in the merg^ region MUnr 6104*#. Fig. «Acné 
the epeotnn of the ennihilatiw radiation from Osf* pqttrqns emnihllating 
in ooppear. It #RS oheersed wiMi the llaX oonnter end klbtaorter ady 
The Xos eimngy bulge in the mXtiple Conpten diatrUntlon oan be espleinmd 
tor badcsoattering dt ^ -e^  ye from the rear ports of the ceystal ■aanüeg.
A similar speotrm see obtained from in iSbo erfaonated oontalner «ith 
the too cxamtero in prompt ooinoidenoe. The liqedd filled oounter detect- 
log the Hbl^ \ -ray sas lositioned to minimise ooineidenoes from its haok- 
soattered Compton radiation.
The effset shich the position cf the positron at annihilation sonld 
hare on the obeermd speotraa sae mnmimed. Curses of the fig. \t %ype 
sere taken vith a Cn^ aooroe cnolosed in On situated at serious pointe 
In the region l-inoh-6 inches from the iodide crystal. Similar investi­
gations sere made with h g ^  (2804DB# -rey) and C e ^  (6004*# -ray) 
eouroes, eoreened share neoMsssy from ocnversion XHVsys. These speetral 
corvee «ere little affected by positioning# the variation in the ratio of 
peak eoufxts to total oounta being lees ttwn 8^ .
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Pulse hsi^t distribution obtained for 
delayed amihilfttlon rediatim of posi­
trons in onypeti.
X reml oountsp after subtracting randoms 
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Palae height distribution for the 
delayed annihilation radiation at 
poeitrono in freon.
% ^  real oounta after siMractin^ mnAone 
o random counts
PBlmwa Cgi«9||*yn«H la wnm ■ni O n a m
Zn thBoa eop«riiwnts ^he puises trm the 1#38 Msv (Cg)
eens delayed 25 astres ef oslKXe (of. fig Ai the point ♦ 36). The die- 
ariMAetop in the lodiAs ^msnml m »  est #t 140 her to eneore estie- 
faotocy opemtlon of the fast ooinoidenoe unit» sod that in the limid 
Bcintilletor ohamel set at 600 kes to oKotaSe amdhUatlan radiatlsm.
The sWLe epeetrue see recorded eoRtittmsly Iqr phetag%aphihg ^  screen 
of the O.R.T. kisfceerter» The epeotnsu of rsMon ooinoiasaoee ess éb- 
tained directly ty inserting 85 aetses of cehle in the iedide ohaanti 
(the point * 25 on figA\pcoduosd hssk). The reetflts ebtained ere dheen
in figs* 1 ^ end i- ^  The hreken line shoes the apootapma of mnSav
ooinoldonoee. This shoe e die timet peek at 5104000, prorlftii^  a neefhl 
calibration point. The fhU line ehees the "real" ooemte end ie ^  
diffwenoe between the ohesn e fl n^eotsui end the lanAon spoe t m a, the 
latter being stdstraoted point by point.
9i|^ 11 for cnygan at 8# 5 atiaaephfnras ochibite olesrly the prraenae 
of a strong 5104BOV phcto*-peek, together with a loo smergr bulge cooree- 
ponding to that in fig. \t for copper. In the on.ee of egygsa the naia
peek at S10-4oev is lew peweaneed in hei#^ eoogared with the hem energy
bttlgs than it is in fig. \t This is dns in great msastiro to the larger 
width at half height of the main peak (20^ ooopared with 10). The 
imreased width is In turn due to a wartstion in gain over the e e m a l  
hours of running time inwelwed in the naseuranisnt and to a lesser extent 
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  polBG height aietrlbu*-
tlon especteô .. .• eacperinentel. curve of 
fig. 23
— ... orô-*Poeell theoietioal curve for thxM-quantun annihilation eacpeotod rreponoe with particular HhX erystal
azprnrtmmte first began# Purther, a IfiT lacrsase la to be socpoetod 
in the low energy pulses duo to tte âiaplaoeraant of tte raooXutlas ourm# 
(of. ^ \oi above) Last3y« nsasasvsieots on soaotoring iRsUd fttiggost » 
riaeof ^  9^ at tte losor eiwgite# It aoams cdoor» ttesofovo, that 
over tte range investlgetad» tte emnihHotian radiation ftea poaitrmi 
in oxygen ooneists of a sioi^e line at OO-Xoev.
Tte resmXts for froon at 5.8 atoooptereB eppeara in fig.  ^^  Hera 
tte 5104eev peek ie ateent onA tte teood plateen eaAlblte the Inboriogeneoue 
mtura of the annihilation ndiatloBe*
In fig. t h tmeet the tteoratieel Ora terall epootsum ie thorn.
Pram thie» the polee epeetxw to te espeoted team a edntUXatlen oounter 
rae aeepoted. Uelng tte \ -ray tbeeeptiem data given tgr teitlor (3044)» 
tte rel&tira eff tdencQr of tte epeotranetor oeyetal for -raye in thie 
eneegy region eae caloalated and tte modified oiarve eteun by tte dotted 
line (ineet figli). Prom tte eaperloentAlly oteerved line epeetra at 
280*teT» 510-kev and Q80-kev tte ratio of eXeotrone in the peak to tte 
total noter energiaed oae determined for theee energiee. Tte axpeoted 
alaotren cpactrcn (not oorraotod for varying peak vidthe) ie ehmm tgr 
tte main ourve of fig 1 k The loeer energy portioa teen by daetee 
inete»d a e l i ^  epetrapolatiofi but ttiie pert of tte oerve ie eeeentially 
oorract in etepe and tte errors there era eetlaated at lees than 0pL 
Tte poeribllitsr ef two quanta ragieterlng elmdltaneouely has not teem 
introAioed bora ae tee quanta rumina clora togettei era not favoured in 
tte theory on pteee epaoe graunSe. Further» most of tte posttrone
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aonihlleto olose to tbs aouroe (at this praseure of ftoon) rmd thart? the 
oounter oufafteiido a ralailvoly email anglo.
For conga rioon# the OKparimntal curve of fig. % la aloo àhoan in
fig. ^ and is seen to be in oloee egxwment with the theoratloal 
oameotatiom over the range invest igstod.
Dioousalesi#
Xki the oase of fbeon# this egq^ erlawnt pravldea fürtlm' very strong 
evidonos that the long period for positrons amihilattag in that gas 
is elaost entirely aaeooiatod with tbm triplet state of the positron 
and eleotroa. 9Vr abundant Mmihilatlan from this state to be dbeereed» 
it is neoeseory that the pair form a bound «ystem» sines the praeeoe is 
of the third order and oould not othervrise ooapete with teo-^qnenton ami-> 
hilation. The work therefore gives good sug%jort to the theory of 
Deutsch that in frscn» po^tranium is formed in greet ahundanoe.
There is not, hummer, a dlser er^anation of the results in eaygen. 
The effeotivenses of this gas as a qasnohing agent fdr positronium 
(Deutsch) suggested a possible eocplsnatlon, vis., that positronium 
vas formed in the gas and then the triplet state ooneerted to the singflet 
state.
It is soft to oonolnde from the spectral nmasursninis that not 
Xese than 90^ of the aonihiletlan radiation aasoeiated with the 6 x ICT^ s. 
period is tvo-quantUB radiation. ue should ten eapect a lifethse
- Ill
oDR-tnnth of that for unpcrtmted pcattroniVBi, vis., ICT^ m. Xn 
faot a necjn life of r x 10*^ e. is obaerrad. This thooxy oaianot 
thorsfore be imlntalnod.
The re an lifb ograee t & M j  olately with that to bo eaqpeoted 
on the simple picture of cnrdMl&tion in oolZioiene end the vorietion 
of lifetiiae with prossuve (Deuteeh) ie in agreement with this view.
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A P P E N D I X  
The -reys of Iiitetium
The investigation of the \  -rays of was carried out as pert of
the v/ork of Dixon, McNair and Curran, a full account of which may be found 
in their paper (Phil. Mag. 45, 685).
Two ^ -rays of 270-kov and 180-kev respectively, together with one 
strongly converted Y -ray of 89-kev, were reported by Scharff-Goldhaber 
(Unpublished). A decajr scheme was proposed by Goldhaber and Hill (1952) 
in which the ^ -rays and all three \ -rays were in cascade. Arnold and 
Sugihara (1955), found the X -rays to have energies of 200 + 20-kcv and 
500 2 20-kev. A more accurate measurement of the \  -ray energies was 
of pertioular interest in view of their agreement with the predictions 
of the Bohr-Mottelson model of the nucleus. A precise estimate of the 
relative intensities of the Y -rays would test the validity of the decay 
scheme proposed by Goldhaber and Hill.
The technical problems in this investigation arose from the low 
specific activity of the souroe material. A Nàl scintillation spectro­
meter was used and the pulses displayed and photographed on the screen of 
the C.R.T. kick sorter described in Chapter IX. The background due to 
cosmic rays and internal radioactive impurities decreases as the dimen­
sions of the Nal czystal are reduced. Increasing the dimensions of the 
crystal, the detection efficiency approaches a constant vtlue asy%xq)toti- 
cally. There is therefore an optimum size for the best ratio of signal 
to background. This was found to be about 0.75” diameter and 0.75" long.
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i ^peotxm from 
obtained with e solntiXlatlGii 
oGunter (Nel)
To avoid unoertainties in the position of the cryetal and in attenuation 
of the incident % -rays, thin aluminium foil was used as a reflector 
instead of tfgO^  and the crystal and reflector mounted in a thin perspex 
container. Provision was made in the latter for accurate positioning 
of the 'is -ray source. The latter was in the form of lUgOg (.49 mg/cs^) 
in a thin aluminium capsule. This alundniian, together with the perspex, 
was just sufficient to stop the most energetic p -rays from the source.
The crystal and photo-multiplier were shielded hy 6" of lead on all sides, 
which reduced the background counting rate from about 2000 c.p.m. to 
25 c p.m. spectrometer was calibrated with the 280-kev \ -rays
and k x-rays from
The \ -ray spectrum of obtained is shown in fig. ^ ^  Prom
this, '6 -r»y peaks at 510 2 lO-kev and 190 JL 10-kev stand out clearly.
The x-ra; peak at 55-kev is thought to arise principally from the absorp­
tion of the ^ -rays in the thick source.
The writer ccn^ted the detection efficiency of the crystal for 
"16 -rays of the above energies, allowing for attenuation in the source, 
aluminium, and perspex. From this the intensity of the -rays was 
found. Prom the proportional counter data of Dixon et al., the internal 
conversion coefficient was estimated. When this was taken into account, 
it appeared that both the high energy -rays had the same intensity, 
which agreed well with the number of ^ -rays, thus supporting the decay 
scheme of Goldhaber and Hill. •
The agreement between experimental measurement and theoretical
- 114 -
prediction of the energy levels is shown in the table below.
1
rhcperimental 89-kev 279 ±  10-kev 689 ±  20-kev
Theoretical (89-kev) 296-kev 625-kcv
* The I.e. coefficients are also in agreement with the rmiltipole 
orders of transition which the scheme suggests.
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Appendix II
The Circuits of the Past Coincidence Unit.
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